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1 ______ Stanley #98 right handled side rabbet, later model with depth stop, nice rosewood knob, very good overall. 
2 ______ Winchester No. 3026C corrugated wide-bottom jack plane, good beaded knob, good original blade, tote 

broken in center and needing to be glued, very good overall. 
3 ______ Pair of wooden side bead planes: 3/4-inch single boxed, fine; and a 3/16-inch fully boxed, fine. Both are 

marked J. GOVAN in script lettering and the 3/16 is also marked A. MACKIE EDINBURGH. 
4 ______ Small brass patternmaker’s plane with mahogany? tail handle, has one mahogany? bottom, some oxidation 

on the left side of the plane, very good overall. 
5 ______ Pair of unusual hollow augers, one adjustable and one fixed, both have intact depth stops. We do not 

recognize the maker of either one and they are not marked. 
6 ______ Three wooden molding planes: 3/16-inch single boxed side bead by Chapin Stephens UNION FACTORY, 

very good; 1/4-inch OHIO TOOL No. 37, very good; and a complex molding plane by BUTLER PHILAD. 
with double boxing, one side of the boxing looks like rosewood. 

7 ______ Yankee No. 1445 reversible hand drill, has fast and slow selector switch, but we can only get it to work in 
the fast mode, in the slow mode it locks up after about 1/2 a turn, a very nice drill if it can be repaired. 

8 ______ Two 8-inch COES-type wooden handled nut wrenches, one marked COES WRENCH CO. on one side and 
L. COES on other; the other is marked MADE UNDER L. COES PATENTS on one side and COES 
WRENCH CO. on other side, with light cleaning, both will be fine. 

9 ______ Near new Stanley HANDYMAN saw set in red and blue paint and having an intact decal, fine. 

10 ______ Pair of small adjustable wrenches: 6-inch RIDGID with offset head; and KING DICK pocket or bicycle 
wrench, both are very good. 

11 ______ Pair of wooden molding planes: Sandusky Tool Co. No. 53 cove, very good; and a Sandusky Tool Co. 3/16-
inch No. 47, single boxed side bead, shows moderate wear, good overall. 

12 ______ Pair of iron bench planes: 9-inch smoother with blade marked DUTY, looks like a late Stanley DEFIANCE 
plane, some light rust here and there, will clean to very good; and a Stanley #5C Type 11 jack plane, good 
low knob, good V-logo blade, very good rosewood tote, very good overall. 

13 ______ Three heavy duty socket firmer chisels suitable for timber framing: T.H. WITHERBY 2-inch with some 
light rust, will clean to very good; OHIO TOOL CO. 1 1/2-inch, some light rust, will clean to very good; and 
a BUCK BROS 1 1/4-inch, very good. 

14 ______ Pitted 3 1/2 slick blade, socket has been beaten on, not sure if this one can be restored to usable condition or 
not. 

15 ______ Set of ACRABORE wood auger bits in a fitted wooden box with hinged lid; the smallest one has been 
replaced with one by RUSSELL JENNNINGS. 

16 ______ Four rules: LUFKIN 066 RED END zig zag rule, very good; Stanley #66 1/2 later model, very good; 
Stanley #66 1/4 SW logo, with light cleaning will be very good; and a Stanley #66 3/4 brass bound, very 
good. 
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17 ______ Wooden box, set of blades and long and short rods for a Stanley #45 combination plow plane, the sliding lid 
or the box is bowed; the wooden cutter box is not original; included are 10 plow; one match, five bead and a 
slitter, some light rust; two sets of short rods taped together and one set of long rods. 

18 ______ BARNARD SADDLERY SHOE FINDINGS AND AUTO ACCESSORIES Edward Barnard Co. Rome, 
NY 224-page catalog No. 54 with soiled and cracking covers, inside very good. 

19 ______ Three rules: Stanley #62 brass bound, very good; Stanley #61 soiled and worn outside, inside very good; and 
a CHAPIN NO. 25 OR NO. 26, needs light cleaning, very good overall. 

20 ______ C.L. BERGER & SONS PRECISION INSTRUMENTS for SURVEYING and ENGINEERING 1947 
edition catalog, very good inside and out. See lot 89 for another catalog of surveying instruments. 

21 ______ Shingle froe blade, nice and sharp and ready to cut shingles; plus a WARWOOD 6 1/4-inch adz head, some 
rust, will clean to very good overall, needs handle. 

22 ______ Two rules and a scale: LUFKIN 4-fold No. 386 caliper rule, good overall; Stanley 4-fold brass-bound No. 
62, very good; and a 6-inch L.S. STARRETT No. 13 scale with No. 4 graduations. 

23 ______ Lot: Stanley #90 bullnose rabbet with chunk missing from right side where the top meets the bottom, some 
light rust, can be cleaned to usable condition; two Craftsman Forstner wood bits in original boxes; a wire 
clamp from a fence stretcher; pair of CHAMPION hair clippers; and a mystery handle. 

24 ______ Three caliper rules: Stanley No. 136 1/2 caliper rule, very good; Stanley 4-fold No. 32 1/2 caliper rule, good; 
and a Stanley #36 6-inch 2-fold, very good. 

25 ______ Pair of jack planes: Stanley BAILEY No. 26 transitional, complete and very good; and an unusual Stanley 
#105 steel jack plane with Liberty-Bell-type adjuster, bed and lever cap have been painted gray, complete 
and very good overall. 

26 ______ Three small slide rules: front top down are A.S. FABER CASTELL, very good; KEUFFEL & ESSER 
COPYRIGHT 1947, very good, with case that is coming apart at the seam; and a PICKETT MODEL N 4P-
ES Vector Type Dual-Base Speed Rule, very good with case. 

27 ______ Pair of wooden molding planes: ATKINSON & CO. BALTIMORE 9/16-inch slip-boxed side bead, 
complete and fine; and a Greenfield Tool Co. No. 394 1-inch grooving plow (1/2 of a tongue & groove set), 
has modified blade from a regular plow plane, very good overall. 

28 ______ Stanley #99 side rabbet plane, nice T-logo blade, very good overall. 

29 ______ Pair of brass surveyor-type plumb bobs; both very good. 

30 ______ Clark-Feather Manufacturing Co. CF-70 Spark Plug Gapping tool IOB, fine. 

31 ______ Stanley #180 18-inch bit extension 

32 ______ Very good 2 1/2-inch PS&W timber framing slick with nice handle. 

33 ______ Pair of iron spokeshaves: unusual UNION TOOL CO. model with open-loop handles, blade secured by 
screw from the back, very good; and a Stanley #52 with Rule & Level Co. blade, very good. 

34 ______ Pair of iron block planes: early Stanley #220 with nickel plated adjuster screw, BB-logo blade, nice 
rosewood knob, very good overall; and a Stanley #110 with decal on lever cap, fine knob, fine overall. 

35 ______ Pair of iron spokeshaves: Stanley #60 double shave with SW-logo blades, complete and fine; and a 
DUNLAP? with open loop handles very good overall. 

36 ______ Pair of iron block planes: Stanley 7-inch with adjustable throat and blade, fine RULE & LEVEL CO. blade, 
fine overall; and a DUNLAP 7-inch (Sargent 307) with nickel-plated cap, complete and fine. 

37 ______ Pair of wooden spokeshaves: one is well worn and has hang hole in end of handle; the other is complete and 
fine. 

38 ______ Fine Stanley #9 1/2 iron block plane with adjustable throat, has early SW-logo blade along with NEW 
BRITAIN local on blade, very good. 
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39 ______ Stanley #18 iron block plane with early-style knuckle jointed lever cap, fine BB-logo blade, has owners 
initials stamped into left side, very good overall. 

40 ______ Unusual Stanley 151M (malleable), 70 percent japanning, will make good user. 

41 ______ Pair of iron block planes: Stanley #9 1/2 (model number in left side) with RULE & LEVEL CO. blade, very 
good overall; and a SHELTON that is complete and very good. 

42 ______ Stanley #67 “UNIVERSAL” spokeshave with rosewood handles, round bottom, patent date on blade, very 
good overall. 

43 ______ Stanley #9 1/4 iron block plane with fine BB-logo blade, very good overall. 

44 ______ Unusual wooden coachmaker’s double router or shave with bone guide on the bottom, very good overall. 

45 ______ Pair of smaller iron block planes: 5-inch with squirrel tail handle, light pitting on blade, good overall; and a 
Stanley #102 with “bottle cap” adjuster, good BB-logo blade, very good overall. 

46 ______ Early Stanley #51 spokeshave with RULE & LEVEL blade, complete and fine. 

47 ______ Fine Stanley #18 iron block plane with SW-logo knuckle jointed lever cap, fine T-logo blade, fine overall. 

48 ______ Pair of iron spokeshaves: Stanley #54 with adjustable mouth, early adjuster screw with brass; RULE & 
LEVEL CO. blade, fine overall; and a Stanley #51 iron shave with BB-logo blade, will clean to fine overall. 

49 ______ Early Stanley #65 low angle iron block plane, RULE & LEVEL CO. blade, STANLEY name cast into 
nickel plated adjuster screw, and patent date cast into lever cap, knob has metal cup at base, good overall. 

50 ______ CRAFTSMAN (Sargent) combination plow plane with canvas roll containing 21 bits (22 total with one in 
the plane) will make a good user. 

51 ______ Pair of drawknives: one pitted; and an 8-inch T.H. WITHERBY that will make a very good user. 

52 ______ Pair of Stanley long handed scrapers: #82 that is complete and very good; and a #79 with V-logo blade, 
complete and very good. 

53 ______ FINE and somewhat scarce SIEGLEY combination plow plane with nice nickel plating, fine handle, and a 
box of 10 plow blades, 5 beads and one match, with the bead blade in the plane, it makes 17 blades in all, a 
fine plane in a very good box. 

54 ______ Unusual and unknown long handled scraper, wooden handles, very good overall. 

55 ______ Pair of Siegley plow planes: one is missing the sliding section, but has a fence, comes with a beading stop 
and one plow blade, good overall; and the other is an early model with 2-piece wooden fence, lever-operated 
blade holder, comes with one depth stop, just needs blades to complete. 

56 ______ Pair of long handled scrapers: unknown make with cam locking blade clamp, handle can be adjusted to any 
number of different angles, very good overall; and an L.S. Starrett scraper that also has an adjustable handle, 
very good overall. 

57 ______ Late model Stanley #50 light duty plow plane, has STANLEY name in left side of rosewood handle, two 
spurs screwed to right side of plane, comes with full box of original blades, missing the lever that would 
allow the blades to be adjusted with the thumb, will make a fine user. 

58 ______ Main frame for a Fales Patent plow plane, has nice rosewood knob and main handle, comes with one plow 
blade, and one nicker, very good overall. 

59 ______ Stanley #46 skew bladed plow plane with three main sections, rods, and original box of 8 original blades 
including the match, two depth stops, fine nickel plating, fine overall. 

60 ______ Pair of iron bench planes: 8-inch FULTON, light rust to exposed surfaces will clean to very good; and a 
Stanley #4 WWII model with hard rubber adjuster nut, light rust to exposed surfaces, will clean to fine 
overall. 

61 ______ Stanley 60 1/2 low angle block plane, light rust to exposed surfaces, will clean to very good. 
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62 ______ Stanley #148 7/8-inch match plane, good nickel, intact tongue cutter, the plow blade is MIA, a few spots of 
light rust, will clean to fine overall. 

63 ______ Pair of Stanley #75 bullnose rabbet planes: one with BB-logo blade has light to moderate rust from laying on 
damp basement floor, will clean to good usable condition; the other also has a BB-logo blade and is 
complete and very good. 

64 ______ Stanley #248 weather-stripping plow, has pre-stop rods in addition to regular rods, light rust to exposed 
surfaces, one blade included, will clean to very good overall. 

65 ______ Sargent #5206 unbreakable block plane, original blade has about 1/4 inches of usable length remaining, has 
LK initials stamped into toe, very good overall. 

66 ______ Stanley #100 with squirrel tail handle, good BB-logo blade, fine overall. 

67 ______ Scarce OHIO TOOL #0220 Mark’s Patent iron block plane, complete and very good. 

68 ______ Pair of mini iron block planes: Millers Falls (Same as Stanley #101) complete and very good; and a 
Craftsman (Sargent) marked BL in bed, with yellow cap, very good overall. 

69 ______ Stanley #65 low angle block plane with knuckle jointed lever cap, has SW logo in cap, has dusting of 
surface rust to exposed surfaces, small chip in rear corner of mouth, will clean to very good. 

70 ______ Prelateral Stanley #8 iron jointer plane, small J-logo on blade, recessed brass adjuster nut with patent dates, 
light rust to exposed surfaces, will clean to very good. 

71 ______ Sargent #62 open throated router plane, some light rust, will clean to very good. 

72 ______ Stanley #6C Type 11 iron fore plane, improper hardwood knob, good rosewood tote, light rust to exposed 
surfaces, will clean to very good. 

73 ______ Pair of mini block planes: G.M.CO MFG. Long Island, NY, pressed steel body, complete and fine; and a 
Stanley #101 with red lever cap and BB-logo blade, complete and fine. 

74 ______ Pair of iron smooth planes: Chaplin’s Patent with corrugated bottom, hard rubber tote, nut that holds the 
front knob to the threaded post is missing, find a nut and it will be fine; plus a Millers Falls #9 with light rust 
covering the exposed surfaces, fine plating on the lever cap, will clean to very good. 

75 ______ Pair of wooden planes: horned smooth plane, some light rust on blade and chip breaker, will clean to very 
good; plus an OHIO TOOL CO. No. 78 1/2-inch match plane, some rust on steel skates, blades and wear 
plates; will clean to very good overall. 

76 ______ Three wooden molding planes: Sandusky No. 146 5/8-inch rabbet plane, has crack extending rearward from 
top of side escapement; OHIO TOOL No, 41 1/4-inch center bead with double boxing, very good overall; 
unusual BALDWIN sash plane made of two bodies screwed together, has piece of leather covered front 
screw hole on side. 

77 ______ Pair of unmarked, complex-profile molding planes, each has a 9-inch stock, both appear to be professionally 
made, and both are in fine overall condition. 

78 ______ Four wooden molding planes: 7/8-inch AUBURN TOOL CO. No. 155 1/2 table joint plane, complete and 
very good; 1/4-inch AUBURN TOOL CO. No. 105 side bead, very good; unknown make 3/4-inch fully 
boxed side bead, very good; and a 7/8-inch OHIO TOOL CO. No. 116 skewed rabbet, very good. 

79 ______ Two wooden molding planes: 1/2-inch OHIO TOOL No. 75 match plane, complete and very good; 
Sandusky Tool Co. No. 77 complex profile, missing the boxing from behind the mouth, good overall. 

80 ______ Pair of smaller wooden molding planes: 8 3/4-inch complex profile; and a 7 7/8-inch taurus bead with 
improper blade, good overall. 

81 ______ Yankee No 41 push drill and a GENERAL HARDWARE No. 830 taintor-type lever saw set, some rust, will 
clean to very good. 

82 ______ Lot of five wooden molding planes, two missing wedges and blades: an early boxed B. FROGATT side bead 
with piece of rear boxing missing, still very good overall; BURTON cabinet pitch hollow, very good; and a 
large J.I. HUNNEL side bead, very good. The two without blades or wedges are an OWASCO No. 180 
round marked 12 on heel; and a Sandusky #92 hollow marked #5 on heel. 
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83 ______ Pair of complex molding planes; one marked E.W. Carpenter. 

84 ______ Pair of braces: ratcheting model with Fray-type chuck, some light rust and nickel peeling in a place or two, 
will clean to very good; and a non-ratcheting model that has light rust on frame, very good overall. 

85 ______ Two bundles of bits; one is all square shanked wood auger bits and one is assorted wood and twist drill bits 
plus a ratcheting brace. 

86 ______ Lot: Two flat bladed screwdrivers, the smaller one is bent; a pair of nippers; and a gouge with long handle 
that needs cleaning. 

87 ______ Lot: two-handed scorp or inshave, both ferrules or split and lose, needs cleaning, a head for sliding steel 
square; and a tapered reamer with wooden handle and worm screw. 

88 ______ Unknown make cast iron saw sharpening vise that can be clamped to a bench or table, has a cam lock, fine 
overall. 

89 ______ A.B. SMITH CO. AGENTS KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. 38th edition catalog circa 1936, covers separating at 
spine, some light soiling on covers, inside first four pages seem to have had some moisture exposure, the rest 
of the pages are very good. 

90 ______ S. BIGGIN & SON SHEFFIELD die stamped hand saw, about as worn down a saw as we have seen, good 
medallion. 

91 ______ Henry Disston & Sons 26-inch No. 7 hand saw, has had the top handle spur reshaped, decent etch, will clean 
to very good. 

92 ______ Unusual 26-inch Disston-made hand saw with steel plate on left side of handle and domed nuts on other 
side, no markings visible on blade, good overall. 

93 ______ Fine 14-inch JACKSON back saw, very good handle, small eagle medallion. 

94 ______ THE SIMONDS SAW No. 62, 24-inch 8ppi bladed hand saw, fine etch, nice blue medallion marked 250, 
very good overall. 

95 ______ Stanley 4-inch nickel plated machinist level, nickel peeling at base, very good overall; plus a small brass-
topped pocket level that can be attached to a square, marked STANLEY PAT FEB 19, ’90, very good. 

96 ______ Pair of pattern makers shaves: one has shaves on both ends of handle, the other is a small brass shave. 

97 ______ Medium sized brass surveyor’s plumb bob with built-in reel at the top and having a removable steel tip, 
there is a patch of oxidation on the bob. 

98 ______ Pair of wooden screw boxes: T.IB CO 3/4-inch, very good; and unknown make 5/8-inch very good. 

99 ______ Pair of ratchet braces: Stanley 10-inch with nice tropical handles fine overall; and Millers Falls No. 772 with 
heavy duty chuck, some rust, will clean to very good. 

100 ______ Pair of 5 1/2-inch brass trammel points with removable 3-inch steel points, some light rust on points, will 
clean to very good. 

101 ______ Pair of transitional planes: Winchester #3050, light rust on chip breaker, very good overall; and a Stanley 
#29 that is missing the tote but the post to secure the tote is present, good V-logo blade, very good overall. 

102 ______ Three wooden planes including two jack rabbets and a razee-style jack plane; OHIO TOOL 1 1/2-inch jack 
rabbet with both nickers intact; very good overall; an unmarked 2 1/2 jack rabbet with skewed blade and 
having an offset handle, very good overall; and an OGONTZ TOOL CO No. 13 wooden razee-style jack 
plane, good overall. 

103 ______ Scarce and early Stanley #57 corebox plane with rosewood tote and rosewood knob, no risers, very good 
overall. 

104 ______ Three planes: OHIO TOOL #90 1/2 razee-style 1 1/2-inch nosing plane, wedge not original to this plane (too 
narrow), very good overall; DIAMOND EDGE transitional fore plane complete and very good; and a 
Stanley #129 “Liberty Bell” jointer that is missing the tote and knob. 

105 ______ Scarce METALLIC PLANE CO. iron jointer plane with adjustable throat, W. BUTCHER blade, tote a crude 
replacement, some light rust, will clean to very good. 
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106 ______ Stanley #8 iron jointer plane, good Q-logo blade, scuffed but intact tote and knob, few spots of rust, will 
clean to very good. 

107 ______ James Swan 9-inch drawknife, will easily clean to very good. 

108 ______ Pair of coopers curved drawknives. 

109 ______ Nice Belknap BLUE GRASS 10-inch drawknife, does not appear to have ever been used, fine handles, light 
dusting of surface rust in a few spots, will easily clean to fine. 

110 ______ Stanley #55 combination plow plane with all four main sections, auxiliary center bottom (tower); very good 
rosewood handles, SW logo on skate; light dusting of surface rust; beading stop, cam, rear depth stop, and 
slitter currently installed in plane. 

111 ______ Pair of BELKNAP HARDWARE & MANUFACTURING CATALOGS 1961 & 1950; the 1961 with 
yellow cover has a loose spine that needs to be glued; the 1950 model has light wear on covers but is 
complete and very good. 

112 ______ WEED & CO. EST. 1818 Catalog No. 37 (1938), some light wear and soiling of covers, very good inside. 

113 ______ Table full of Sears Craftsman tool publications including the 1938 Craftsman and Companion Power Tools 
and other yearly catalogs from 1939-1942, 1953-1955, and early 1960 and 1961. 

114 ______ Lot of Snap-On catalogs, price lists and pamphlets. 

115 ______ Lot of Stanley Tools publications including a page advertising the 4-square chisel. 

116 ______ Lot of assorted publications: Brown & Sharpe Catalog No. 35C Milling Cutters, Hubs, Arbors, Adapters and 
Collets; USEFUL DATA KALMAN STEEL CO. Chicago; FRAMING How to frame paintings, crafts, 
photographs, needlecrafts, models, memorabilia and more… by Moyra Byford; The Encyclopedia of Picture 
Framing Techniques a comprehensive visual guide to traditional and contemporary techniques by Robert 
Cunning; and a MWTCA reprint of the L&I.J. WHITE CO. EDGE TOOLS catalog. 

117 ______ The Great Tool Emporium by David X. Manners, A pictorial extravaganza of the early tools of yesterday 
and today, very good. 

118 ______ Two Directories: HARDWARE AGE 1951 Catalog and Directory; and a HARDWARE RETAILER JULY 
1943, very good. 

119 ______ Original William Dixon Tools and Supplies Catalog No. 20 (1955) a full line catalog of Jewelers, 
Silversmiths, Die Sinkers Engravers, and Metal Workers tools, very good. 

120 ______ Unusual brass steelyard scale marked HENRICHSON CIN’TI O. no weights and the part that steel piece 
that would have held the meat hooks is MIA. 

121 ______ Four assorted saw sharpening and setting tools: ATKINS & CO. raker gauge; and three different spiders; 
one of the smaller ones is marked SIMONDS and looks to have something broken off of one end, the other 
two are very good. 

122 ______ Three saw setting tools: KEEN KUTTER lever-type saw set, very good; E.C. STEARNS lever-type saw set, 
fine nickel, very good overall; and a blacksmith-made saw wrest, good. 

123 ______ Three saw sharpening tools: saw filing jig; large Stanley No. 43 lever-type saw set, fine; and a large E.C. 
STEARNS lever-type saw set, very good. 

124 ______ Four assorted saw tools: SIMONDS CRESCENT SAW TOOL with file; Disston saw swage PAT AUG. 18, 
’72; and two other saw tools. 

125 ______ Scarce Stanley #51/52 chute board and plane combination for trimming miter cuts, this one is complete with 
hold-down and indexing pin, the entire outfit was found on a concrete floor and is rusty. The plane will clean 
to five overall condition and it has good japanning, The board is very solid but there is rust on the machined 
surfaces most heavily around the movable guide. This rig will clean to very good usable condition. 

126 ______ Small 4 1/4-inch brass trammel points with 2-inch removable steel points, one with built-in pencil holder, 
some rust on points, will clean to very good. 
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127 ______ Late Stanley #46 skew-bladed plow plane with sliding section and outer fence nice rosewood knob, and 
handle, comes with 5/8-inch blade, two depth stops and set of long rods, needs a light cleaning 

128 ______ Pair of twin beam Stanley marking gages: No. 98 with script logo, some light rust on beams, will clean to 
very good; and a No. 91 also with light rust on beams. 

129 ______ Stanley #45 combination plow plane parts: main frame with floral casting and nickel plated, has S casting 
mark, missing the blade holding screw and wing nut, comes with a fence that also has S casting mark and 
nice rosewood knob, the main rosewood wear strip is missing; comes with beading stop, long and short rods 
and set of cutters with extra notch at the top. 

130 ______ Pair of COLT BATAVIA N.Y. 10-inch adjustable bar clamps, both very good. 

131 ______ Stanley BEDROCK No. 608C RT with nice early-style rosewood tote and low knob, light rust on Q-logo 
blade, nice STANLEY R&L BEDROCK lever cap, will clean to very good overall. 

132 ______ Fine 3-inch PS&W timber framing slick with nice handle. 

133 ______ John S. Fray corner brace, complete and very good overall. 

134 ______ Pair of iron bench planes: CORSAIR 9-inch smooth plane with plastic tote and knob, has cast frog, very 
good overall; and an 18-inch CRAFTSMAN with corrugated bottom, will clean to very good usable 
condition. 

135 ______ Stanley #81 nickel plated cabinet scraper with rosewood bottom, good SW-logo blade, very good to fine 
overall. 

136 ______ Pair of iron smooth planes: Parplus-type with good tote and knob, very good overall; and a CORSAIR with 
plastic tote and knob, very good overall. 

137 ______ Pair of hand drills: Goodell-Pratt 2-speed PAT. MAR 31, 1896, missing the auxiliary handle, fine overall; 
and a Stanley Handyman Hi/Lo H12208, with set of bits inside handle, complete and very good overall. 

138 ______ Stanley #112 scraper plane with improper yet functional blade, good rosewood knob, tote broken and glued 
at base, splinter from side of tote spur, has hang hole in bed behind knob, will make very good user. 

139 ______ Pair of Spofford Patent bit braces: on left is a Fray? No. 110 with pewter rings securing the two halves of 
wrist handle, very good overall; and one with slightly smaller throw that has some rust, also has the pewter 
rings, good overall. 

140 ______ Stanley #12 cabinet scraper, unmarked heavy blade, RULE & LEVEL logo on brass cap screw, very good 
overall. 

141 ______ Unusual pony scorp (has handles and blade the size of a pony drawknife) complete and very good. 

142 ______ Three drills: Millers Falls 2-speed that has an adjustable handle, comes with an auxiliary handle from 
another drill, and is missing the level that was originally mounted on the frame good overall; and a small one 
that is marked with a decal on the big gear ELMAR G. HANSON, looks like a Stanley Defiance, good 
overall; and a fine Stanley Hi/Lo H1220 three bits inside storage handle, fine overall. 

143 ______ Medium sized wooden tool chest in old blue paint, measures 32 x 12.5 x 13, has fixed handles on the end, no 
trays inside, the front board is warped, can be used for storage or restored to be used as a tool box. 

144 ______ Cast iron leather slitter, very good overall. 

145 ______ Stanley #83 cabinet scraper, need roller handle, good main handle and good unmarked blade, very good 
overall. 

146 ______ Unknown make wooden match plane, has name M. N. SAWYER stamped into both ends along with 5/8 
size, very good overall. 

147 ______ Nice A. HOWLAND & CO. unhandled screw-arm plow plane with apple body and fence, the steel plate 
with the depth stop locking screw interferes with the inner nut on the front, will make a fine user or display 
piece. 

148 ______ Unusual Continental-style triple reeding plane, very likely homemade, fence nailed to side, good overall. 
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149 ______ Three pairs of hollow and round planes: A. HOWLAND & CO. #18 No. 180 pair, very good; pair of #16 D. 
KIMBERLY & SONS with K inside circle for logo, both fine; and an unmatched pair J. GIBSON ALBANY 
#14 round, good; and a similar sized SANDUSKY hollow, fair. 

150 ______ Medium sized 27x16x15, 6-board pine carpenters tool chest with two sliding tills, and folding handles on 
each side, hasp with EAGLE padlock and two keys, has casters on the bottom and can be rolled 

151 ______ Pair of Continental horn planes: the smaller one has a radiused blade and is set up for use as a scrub, it is 
very good; the other is a worn smoother with a BUTCHER blade, and has a new wooden sole plate attached 
presumably to close the throat, good overall. 

152 ______ Five side bead planes: Auburn Tool 5/16 and 1/2; Ohio Tool 5/8-inch No. 37; MARTIN DOSCHER NEW 
YORK 3/8-inch, all single boxed; plus a fully boxed. 

153 ______ Ohio Tool Co. No. 101 screw-arm plow plane no wedge or blades, the threads and nuts are very good, fence 
has a boxwood wear strip, screw operated depth stop, with wedge and blades, will make a very good user. 
Comes with set of eight (8) OHIO TOOL blades that are shown in a separate photo, all have some light rust 
but will clean to very good. 

154 ______ Five assorted wooden molding planes: A. HOWLAND & CO. rabbet; unknown skewed rabbet; D. 
MALLOCH PERTH side bead that is missing boxing; A. HOWLAND & CO. and an OHIO TOOL? side 
bead. 

155 ______ Pair of A. MEIER St. Louis marked wooden molding planes: skewed rabbet; and a complex molding plane 
marked 3/8 & 3/4 on heel; that has had the MEIER name overstruck with an owners mark. 

156 ______ Scarce Stanley #90 steel-cased rabbet plane with patent date on top of front wood, throat has NOT been 
opened, no pitting, very good overall. 

157 ______ Four wooden beading planes: CASEY & CO. 5/8-inch, very good; Ohio Tool No. 37 1/2-inch, very good; A. 
HOWLAND & CO? fully boxed center bead, good overall. 

158 ______ NITSCHMANN & WINCKLER German horned smoothing plane, very good overall. 

159 ______ RECORD T5 Technical School jack plane with a handle in the side, so it can be used to shoot miters, very 
good overall. 

160 ______ OHIO TOOL #96 1/2 handled screw-arm plow plane with one blade, all four nuts intact, the threaded arms 
are good except for the extreme ends near the brackets, will make a good user. Comes with set of five OHIO 
TOOL blades plus the one in the plane making six total. 

161 ______ Pair of unusual iron jack planes: E. HAHN (Siegley) #6C with both a G.A.R. (George A. RUBELMAN 
Hardware) and a Stanley SW-logo blade, nice original tote and knob, very good overall; and a CRESCENT 
MFG. (Parplus-type) with stamped or pressed steel frog, complete and very good. 

162 ______ Fine E.C. STERNS Patented adjustable hollow auger, complete with intact depth stop and fine nickel 
plating, fine overall. 

163 ______ Unusual JORDAN (German) 9-inch iron smooth plane, complete and fine. 

164 ______ Pair of hollow augers including an E.C. Stearns adjustable, missing the depth stop, very good overall; and a 
fixed size model that we have not seen before. 

165 ______ Unusual U.S.S.R. (Russian) 9-inch smooth plane with hard rubber or plastic tote and knob, has marking on 
toe that looks like U3P, and on blade, fine overall. 

166 ______ H.S.B. &CO. O.V.B. (Gage) G4 smooth plane with nice rosewood tote and knob, very good original blade, 
very good overall. 

167 ______ Unusual U.S.S.R. (Russian) plow or combination plane with an adjustable fence on the left side, and depth 
stop on right side, hard rubber or plastic tote and knob, comes with five assorted blades, fine overall. 

168 ______ Stanley #10 1/2 carriage maker’s rabbet plane, very good BB-logo blade, scuffed but intact rosewood tote 
and knob, fine overall. 

169 ______ Unusual aluminum core box plane with wooden risers on each wing held by two countersunk screws from 
the outside, nice wooden tail handle, well made and very good. 
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170 ______ Stanley #10 iron carriage maker’s rabbet plane, nice Q-logo blade, nice early-style rosewood tote, and 
rosewood low knob, very good overall. 

171 ______ Keen Kutter KK5 iron jack plane, nice rosewood tote and low knob, very good overall. 

172 ______ Bridge Tool Co. (St. Louis hardware brand) No. 5, 14-inch iron jack plane with nice hardwood tote and low 
knob, very good overall. 

173 ______ Bridge Tool Co. (St. Louis hardware brand) #5 1/2C wide body jack plane, very light pitting on face of 
blade makes it hard to read the Bridge logo, scuffed but intact tote and knob, very good overall. 

174 ______ Stanley #6C iron fore plane with nice rosewood tote and tall knob, very good BB-logo blade, very good to 
fine overall. 

175 ______ Stanley #7 22-inch iron jointer plane, with good Q-logo blade, nice early-style rosewood tote and low knob, 
will clean to very good overall condition. 

176 ______ SHAPLIEGH HARDWARE MARATHON No. 1922 crosscut saw with 8ppi blade, handle broken in center 
and needs to be repaired, good etch. 

177 ______ Three assorted hand saws: 26-inch 8ppi missing one of the five nuts, no visible etch, good overall; ATKINS 
AAA 5ppi rip with good handle that has some paint splatters; and a DISSTON 10ppi, spur missing from top 
of handle, etching is faint, will make good user. 

178 ______ Pair of Disston saws: 28-inch 5ppi with thumb-hole handle, no etch visible, very good overall; and a 26-inch 
D-12 LEIGHT WEIGHT with 8ppi blade, nice etch, very good etch, fine overall. 

179 ______ Three hand saws: 26-inch Disston D-8 with 10ppi blade, decent etch, very good overall; SHAPLEIGH 
HARDWARE MARATHON No. 1922 with 9ppi blade, faint etch, good handle, good overall; and a Disston 
28-inch rip with thumb hole handle blade is dirty but will clean to very good usable condition, handle has a 
few chips and is cracked around one of the bottom bolts, good overall. 

180 ______ Winchester No. 40 OLD TRUSTY 26-inch 9ppi blade has crack on either side of the WINCHESTER 
medallion that does not go all the way thru the handle, etch is faint but with proper cleaning will be very 
good; plus a MILLERS FALLS with 9 or 10ppi blade, complete and very good. 

181 ______ Pair of Stanley planes: #191 rabbet complete with depth stop, fine; and a G12-020 block plane, complete and 
fine. 

182 ______ Pair of drawknives including a SHAPLEIGH’S 9-inch with folding handles. 

183 ______ Fine scraper blade for hand scraping and a burnishing tool, very good. 

184 ______ Pair of hardened steel squares; one 4 1/4 inches and one 6 1/4 inch, both very good. 

185 ______ Stanley #97 rosewood and brass marking, mortising and rabbeting gage, very good overall. 

186 ______ Stanley #102 mini block plane in original box with partial label, plane is fine, box is OK. 

187 ______ Lot of 15 center bits, one with round shank, the others all have tapered square shanks. 

188 ______ METIOR 24-inch four fold boxwood rule with early arched brass joint, MADE IN HOLLAND, very good 
overall. 

189 ______ Three books on box making: Box Making by Doug Stowe; The Art of Making Elegant Wood Boxes by 
Tony Lydgate; and Award-Winning Wood Boxes by Tony Lydgate, all are fine. 

190 ______ Nice RABONE No. 1190 boxwood and brass 24-inch combination rule with level and having a protractor 
joint, very good overall. 

191 ______ Pair of saws: Disston with OCT. 31, ’76 Patent date, keyhole saw that has a blade that can be removed and 
reinstalled at 90 and 180 degrees and resecured with a thumbscrew, very good; and a nice WATCH CRAFT 
jewelers saw MADE IN ITALY. 

192 ______ Sandusky Tool Co. No. 118 unhandled screw-arm plow plane, one or two thread chips, fine overall. 
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193 ______ LOT: KEN-TOOL TRUCK WRENCH 1 1/2-in. hex with 13/16 square, like new; RIDGID double box end 
No. 36, needs cleaning; two single box ended wrenches that would be struck with a hammer; a 20mm clevis 
with pin; 3/4 x 1/4 tap; masonry bit; and an ARMSTRONG cold chisel; and a small approx. 3/8-inch bit. 

194 ______ Lot: Eight assorted wrenches: five double open ended including an IHC; two combination wrenches and a 
double box ended. All need cleaning. 

195 ______ Set of 11 S-K combination metric wrenches in original plastic pouch, all are fine. 

196 ______ Four wrenches: PROTO 1-inch and 15/16 double open end, in yellow paint; PROTO 3/4-inch combination 
wrench, very good; Crescent 10-inch adjustable wrench, fine; and GELLMAN POLLY 9-inch No. 91, very 
good. 

197 ______ Pair of wrenches: SEPT 27, ’97 Patent screw adjust with open loop handle, some light rust, will clean to 
very good; and a C.E. BILLINGS Patent BILLINGS & SPENCER MADE FOR POPE MFG. CO. 5 1/2-
inch with center adjuster nut, some light rust, will clean to very good. 

198 ______ Stanley BAILEY commemorative transitional jack plane in pasteboard box, this is No. 578 of 2000 that 
were done, to commemorate the 150th Anniversary of Stanley Rule & Level Co., they bought up a bunch of 
old planes and “restored” them and put a brass plate on the sides. This plane did not get much restoration, 
but they did put a new tote. 

199 ______ Lot: ratchet brace with fine nickel plating; nine assorted ships auger bits; and a Yankee North Brothers No. 
2150 auger bit extension, all very good or better. 

200 ______ Stanley Commemorative Chisel Set with three Everlasting-type chisels and wooden mallet inside a custom 
fitted wooden box with hinged lid, made and sold to commemorate the 150th Anniversary of Stanley Rule & 
Level Co. Unused and fine. 

201 ______ Eight mismatched pairs (16 total) hollow and round molding planes included pairs are: 1-inch; 7/8; 3/4; 5/8; 
1/2; 3/8; 1/4; and 3/16. The 91-year-old craftsman we got them from refinished them and coated them with a 
nice coating of boiled linseed oil cut with paint thinner. All are in good usable condition. The 10 lots came 
from the same owner and the wood planes in them are in the same working condition. 

202 ______ Three wooden molding planes: T.J. McMaster & Co. 3/8-inch; G.W. DENISON & CO. WINTHROP, 
CONN. 5/8-inch also marked on heel HAMMACHER & CO. BOW. NY; and A. MATHIESON & SON 
GLASGOW 1/2-inch thumbnail or quarter round. 

203 ______ Stanley #13 compass plane with fine BB-logo blade, patent date in recessed brass nut, very good overall. 

204 ______ Four wooden molding planes: OHIO TOOL 3/4-inch #61 1/4; AUBURN TOOL CO. 3/4-inch No. 155 1/2; 
9/16-inch thumbnail; and an unmarked with fence attached to the side with three screws, a fourth screw is 
MIA. All are clean and in usable condition. 

205 ______ Stanley #80 iron scraper with SW logo on strap that secures the blade, very good overall; and a Stanley #51 
spokeshave that is complete and very good. 

206 ______ Three wooden planes: S.S. BARRY N. YORK 1 1/2-inch skew bladed rabbet, complete and fine; A.C. 
BARTLETT’S OHIO PLANES 7/8-inch nosing plane, very good; and an OHIO TOOL CO. 3/4-inch No. 47 
dado, complete and very good. 

207 ______ Three wooden bench planes: 8-inch smoother with OHIO TOOL blade, very good; 16-inch jack with 
AUBURN TOOL THISTLE BRAND blade, very good; and a UNION TOOL CO. 24-inch No. 115 jointer 
with GLOBE MFG. BALDWIN blade, fine overall. 

208 ______ Lot: double coachmaker’s router; three mortising chisels and a medium sized dowel pointer, very good. 

209 ______ Four wooden molding planes: fine 1/2-inch skewed rabbet; 1/2-inch plow with steel skate; unmatched pair 
of 1/8-inch tongue and groove planes, the tongue cutter by GREENFIELD TOOL and the plow marked Wm 
Don. 

210 ______ Stanley #40 scrub plane with very good SW logo blade, nice beech tote and tall knob, very good overall; and 
a long handled E.C. STERNS & CO. scraper, very good. 

211 ______ Six wooden side bead planes: 3/4-inch Wm. MARPLES, very good; AUBURN TOOL CO. 5/8-inch NO. 
105, very good; CASEY & CO. AUBURN 9/16-inch, very good; SANDUSKY TOOL CO. (faint mark) 1/2-
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inch #47, very good; R&L CARTER TROY 3/8-inch, has chunk missing from center of outside fence, still 
usable; and an unknown make 5/16-inch, good usable condition. 

212 ______ Roll of 13 assorted auger bits, plus a CLARK adjustable bit with two larger spurs that will allow it to bore 
holes up to 3-inch in diameter. 

213 ______ Three wooden center bead planes: M. CRANNELL ALBANY 1/2-inch double boxed, very good; H. 
CHAPIN 3/8-inch double boxed, very good; and an AUBURN TOOL CO. 1/4-inch double boxed, very 
good. 

214 ______ Wooden furniture clamp with octagonal shaped handles on the screws, very good. 

215 ______ Six assorted wooden hollow and round molding planes: MARLEY N. YORK 7/16-inch hollow; unmarked 
9/16-inch round; BENSEN & CRANNELL 9/16-inch round; GREENFIELD TOOL CO. 11/16-inch round; 
EDWARD CARTER TROY N.Y. 1 3/8 hollow; and a RANDALL & COOK ALBANY 1 1/4-inch. 

216 ______ Stanley #78 duplex or rabbet and fillister plane, complete and fine with SW-logo blade; plus an early 
bullnose rabbet plane with “football” logo on the blade, very good overall. 

217 ______ Canvas roll of five chisels & gouges: TAYLOR SHEFFIELD 20mm #9, very good; BUCK BROTHERS 
4mm mortising chisel, very good; unknown make 4mm mortising; HENCKLES GERMANY #5 V-gouge; 
and a J.B. ADDIS & SONS 10mm No. 10 V-gouge, very good. The canvas roll is fine. 

218 ______ Stanley #45 combination plow plane Type ?? with script logo on skate, comes with two original cutter boxes 
with 25 total blades including the slitter, all three main sections, fine rosewood knob and handle; long and 
short rods, dated cam, original and reprint of owner’s manual, sheet introducing the new-style cam, envelope 
for spare spurs, beading stop and both depth stops, a fine and nearly complete plane in an owner-made 
wooden box with hand-cut dovetails and a felt bottom. 

219 ______ PROTO MFG #370 hand drill with head and handle that can each be oriented into a number of different 
positions, very good overall. 

220 ______ Medium sized pair of ice tongs with wooden handles, very good overall. 

221 ______ Pair of hand drills: Millers Falls No. 2500A with small hang hole in wooden handle, very good overall; and 
an unmarked MADE IN U.S.A. model with red gear wheel and wooden handle, very good. 

222 ______ Pair of butt gages: Goodell Tool Co. Pat. DEC. 13, 1894, very good; and an early Stanley #95, both very 
good. 

223 ______ Unknown make bench mounted grinder with intact tool rest, fine overall. 

224 ______ Large Stanley #43 lever-type saw set, complete and fine. 

225 ______ Stevens Patent hand vise with wooden handle, PAT.SEPT 28, 1869, very good overall. 

226 ______ Stanley #113 Type 1 or Type 2 compass plane, the rear handle is missing and that backing plate that 
supported it was broken off with the handle, could still be used or part it out. 

227 ______ Stanley BEDROCK RT No. 605 iron jack plane, the rosewood tote is broken in the center and needs to be 
re-glued; good BB-logo blade, nice low knob, very good overall. 

228 ______ Four assorted wooden molding planes: OHIO TOOL round; KING & HULL 5/8-inch side bead, very good; 
WILCOCK MANCHESTER fully boxed 1/4-inch side bead, fine; and a GREENFIELD TOOL CO. 1/8-inch 
No. 147, complete and fine. 

229 ______ HSB&CO. REVONOC #5 1/2C wide body jack plane, complete and fine. 

230 ______ Three wooden molding planes: slip boxed side bead; 1/2-inch wooden rabbet missing the blade; and a 5/8-
inch No. 180 hollow, good. 

231 ______ Stanley BEDROCK RT #605 1/2C with fine BB-logo blade, good rosewood tote and knob, entire plane has 
been coated with lacquer, very good overall. 
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232 ______ Fine Stanley #122 “Liberty Bell” smoother with STANLEY-logo blade, fine nickel plated cap screw, no 
logo visible on toe; plus a No. 135 “Liberty Bell” handled smoother, missing the piece that engages the 
cutter adjuster. 

233 ______ Fine Stanley #13 compass plane with very good Q-logo blade, JUNE 17 79 patent date in lug; has former 
owners initials W filed into each side. 

234 ______ Stanley BAILEY No. 26 transitional jack plane, top of SW-logo blade has been struck with a hammer but 
it’s still very good, plane is complete and fine. 

235 ______ Fine Stanley #20 compass plane with BB-logo blade, has orange background in lever cap, one of the best 
we’ve sold. 

236 ______ Stanley #27 transitional jack plane, fine Q-logo blade, complete and fine. 

237 ______ Stanley #113 compass plane, complete with intact rear handle, good Q-logo blade, very good overall. 

238 ______ Scarce Stanley BAILEY No. 27 1/2 wide body transitional jack plane, very good T-logo blade, model 
number on toe has been double struck, very good overall. 

239 ______ Stanley #28 18-inch transitional fore plane, very good Q-logo blade, nice early-style tote, complete and very 
good overall. 

240 ______ Millers Falls No. 5 ratcheting and reversible auger bit handle, one handle can be removed and put into a 
socket at the top for working in tight spaces, very good. 

241 ______ A.H. REID spiral screwdriver with one flat bit included, good overall. 

242 ______ Lot: one ratchet brace and one non-ratcheting bit brace with 20 assorted auger bits including some by 
RUSSELL JENNINGS. 

243 ______ Unusual surgeons hand drill with one bit, very good overall. 

244 ______ Three wrenches: The Victor screw-adjusting alligator, some rust and pitting at very end of handle, very good 
overall; small Billings & Spencer pocket wrench, some light rust; and a BERYLCO W152 6-inch non-
sparking crescent-type wrench with some green oxidation. 

245 ______ Pair of wrenches: Fleet 4010-S 10-inch Crescent-type, some light rust, will clean to very good; and an 8-inch 
B&C (Bemis & Call) S-handled Crescent-type, very good. 

246 ______ Lot: Two Stanley #40 1-inch chisels, both like new; Stanley #12 try square with 8-inch blade, some rust, will 
clean to very good; and a rusty 8-inch Crestoloy Crescent-type wrench, will clean to at least good overall. 

247 ______ Four small alligator wrenches: one single ended model marked U.S. ELYRIA METAL PRODUCTS CO. 
1944, very good; single ended AMERICAN; a nickel plated double ended marked with the number 4 that 
has a scythe laid over it, perhaps made by someone named FORSYTH?, very good; and an unknown double 
ended. 

248 ______ Stanley BEDROCK 605 iron jack plane, covered with light to moderate rust to exposed surfaces, tote spur 
broken off, tall knob cracked at base, a good restoration project. 

249 ______ Four rusty wrenches: Whitman & Barnes No. 2 BULL DOG (alligator), some pitting on one side, good 
overall; 7-inch BOHN-QUICKFIT-type no markings visible, will clean to at least good overall; HAWKEYE 
WRENCH CO. CROCODILE, with little light surface rust, will clean to very good; and an unknown 10-
inch Crescent-type with moderate to heavy rust. 

250 ______ Fine set of 15 assorted wood carving gouges in canvas roll: 4mm No. 7 gouge SHEFFIELD; D.R. BARTON 
6mm No. 5 gouge; 6mm No. 7 gouge, fine; short 7mm No. 6 gouge, very good; 7mm No. 3 gouge, very 
good; D.R. BARTON 8mm No. 3 gouge, very good; short Addis & Sons Sheffield 9mm No. 10 gouge, very 
good; D.R. BARTON 9mm No. 4 gouge, very good; 13mm No. 9 gouge, very good; S.J. Addis 15mm No. 6 
gouge, very good; BUCK BROS 16mm No. 7 gouge, very good; 16mm S.J. Addis No. 10 gouge, very good; 
16mm Addis No. 10 gouge, very good; 18mm No. 5 gouge, very good; and BUCK BROS 18mm No. 8 
gouge, very good. 
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251 ______ Three wooden molding planes: 1/2-inch complex with faint mark that ends in RICH, very good (owner’s tag 
says 5/8, but the plane is marked 4/8 which is 1/2-inch); Melville 4/8 complex profile with owner added 
fence, very good; and a 9/16-inch round or nosing type plane, very good. 

252 ______ Stanley #27 1/2 wide body transitional jack plane, light rust on the blade and chip breaker, has BAILEY 
name cast into frame in front of knob, splinter from right side of tote spur, will clean to very good overall. 

253 ______ Keen Kutter (Stanley) K5 1/2 wide body jack plane, has light rust to exposed surfaces, nice rosewood tote 
and tall knob, will clean to very good overall. 

254 ______ Unknown make No. 772 10-inch ratchet brace, light rust on the frame and heavy-duty chuck, very good 
wood, will clean to very good overall. 

255 ______ Pair of iron smooth planes: Stanley #4C Type 11 with fine rosewood tote and tall knob, very light pitting on 
good SW-logo blade, light rust to exposed surfaces, will clean to very good overall. 

256 ______ A&E BALDWIN right handed wooden side rabbet plane, complete and very good. 

257 ______ Pair of iron smooth planes: Stanley 3C with one patent date behind frog, rosewood tote has been broken and 
glued, nice tall knob, good SW-logo blade, with light cleaning, will be very good overall; and a Vaughan & 
Bushnell V&B #703 (poor man’s Bedrock) missing the front knob, light pitting on sides and sole from a 
previous cleaning, good original blade, good overall. 

258 ______ Pair of planes: OHIO TOOL #282 double razee with top 1/2 of tote MIA, about a 1/4 inch of usable length 
remains in OHIO TOOL blade, with new tote, this one will be very good; and an OHIO TOOL No. 035 
handled smoother with the globe logo and model number in left side, light rust to exposed surfaces, will 
clean to very good overall. 

259 ______ Pair of 8-inch iron bench planes: Gage Tool Co. No. 3C iron bench plane, light rust, nice rosewood tote and 
tall knob, will clean to very good overall; and a UNION TOOL CO. #3 (marked in bed behind frog) very 
light rust on exposed surfaces, will clean to fine overall. 

260 ______ Stanley #27 prelateral transitional jack plane, has eagle logo and model number on toe, nice early style tote 
and good knob, will easily clean to very good overall. 

261 ______ Nice WILSON 14-inch handled complex molding plane, boxing missing behind blade, has good W. 
BUTCHER blade, very good overall. 

262 ______ Large and rusty hay carrier that would have mounted to a steel or iron beam in the top of a barn and used to 
haul hay into the loft, this one will look a lot better when sandblasted and powder coated. 

263 ______ Large wooden tool chest with three trays, can be restored and used as a tool chest or refinished and used as a 
blanket or toy box. 

264 ______ F.E. MYERS UNLOADER ASHLAND, O. hay carrier out of an outbuilding on the farm, has dirt and rust, 
will clean to very good overall. Also included a small cast iron barn pulley. 

265 ______ Wooden bench screw and wooden outer jaw for a woodworking workbench. 

266 ______ Carved wooden spatula, very good. 

267 ______ Small 1-gallon? stoneware crock marked on bottom MACOMB ILLINOIS STONEWARE CO., very good. 

268 ______ Little Giant cast iron corn sheller missing the crank, good overall. 

269 ______ Unusual blacksmith-made double caliper with wooden handle, nicely made. 

270 ______ Millers Falls No. 2 auger handle, with one bit, some light rust, will clean to very good; plus a BELL 
SYSTEM claw hammer that has some rust. 

271 ______ Pair of 22-inch cranked gouges that may be homemade; one is 1 1/4-inches and one is 1 1/2-inches, both 
have light rust, very nice wooden handles with brass ferrules. 

272 ______ Lot: Badly rusted and pitted hand saw; long handled CRAFTSMAN scraper; Stanley #59 doweling jig; and 
brackets and ends to make two adjustable furniture clamps, just add your own wood. 
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273 ______ Pair of Stanley cabinet scrapers: #12 that is complete and just needs a light cleaning, and a #81 that also 
needs cleaning. Both are complete and very good overall. 

274 ______ Woods Patent adjustable hollow auger complete with depth stop, very good. 

275 ______ Hunter Patent (U.S. No. 1,633,370) door lock mortiser with tag that says ALTA MORTSER WAPPAT 
GEAR WORKS PITTSBURGH. Made on a patent issued June 21, 1927 to Samuel Hunter of Bellevue, 
Pennsylvania who assigned the patent to the Wappat Gear Works, A Corporation of Pennsylvania. This hand 
cranked mortising machine has some rust, everything that turns and moves is free, it will clean to very good 
overall. 

276 ______ Unusual H.O. Taylor Patent (U.S. No. 991,668) Hand Tenoning Machine patented May 9, 1911. The patent 
papers state “The object of this invention is to form tenons on billiard cues to receive the ivory ends to 
which the leather tips are connected. This one is complete and very good. 

277 ______ Keen Kutter (Disston) 24-inch No. KK3 wooden plumb & level, complete and fine overall. 

278 ______ Melvin London 10-inch steel backed tenon saw, complete and very good; plus an unknown make keyhole 
saw with WARRANTED SUPERIOR medallion, very good overall. 

279 ______ Pair of hatchets: 5 1/2-inch broad hatched marked HAND MADE DROP FORGED, with 18-inch handle, 
very good; and a lathing hatchet marked 

280 ______ Millers Falls No. 56B low angle block plane, complete and fine; plus a WARD 7/8-inch gouge with long 
handle, very good. 

281 ______ Early 21 1/2-inch Stanley #7 cast iron smooth plane with nice early-style rosewood tote and beaded knob, 
has some light rust, will clean to very good overall. 

282 ______ Large 14-inch drawknife with cracked handles, has maker’s mark we cannot make out with CAST STEEL 
below, will make good user. 

283 ______ Three wooden planes: AUBURN TOOL 1 1/2-inch skewed jack rabbet with offset handle, has model No. 58 
in heel, one nicker missing, will clean to very good; OHIO TOOL 2 1/4-inch jack rabbet, handle broken near 
base, both nickers and blade present, some light rust; and an OHIO TOOL 1 1/2-inch twin iron nosing plane, 
tops of both wedges broken, light rust on blades. 

284 ______ Large L&IJ WHITE 10 1/2-inch drawknife with fine handles, light rust on blade, will clean to fine overall. 

285 ______ Pair of 9-inch cast iron shaft levels: Stanley #36 with all three vials intact, slight dusting of surface rust, will 
clean to fine overall; and a Starrett or Millers Falls (the top plate and level vial are MIA, both plumb vials 
intact. 

286 ______ Pair of saws: wooden framed turning saw with nice turnbuckle tensioner, very good overall; and a wooden 
framed buck saw with rusty and pitted strainer and blade. 

287 ______ Pair of wooden levels: 28-inch Stanley #3 with SW-logo and model number in brass top plate, intact brass 
end plates, intact vials, very good overall; and an early No. 3 with model number stamped into top of stock, 
intact end plates, intact vials, very good overall. 

288 ______ Large 9-inch broad axe with what looks like SIMMONS CAST STEEL maker’s mark, patches of moderate 
to heavy rust, good 22-inch handle. 

289 ______ Stanley 24-inch cast iron double plumb and level, all three vials intact, moderate to heavy rust on rails, will 
clean to good usable condition; and a body only for a similar level, not marked. 

290 ______ Three rusty hammers: two claw and one cobbler. 

291 ______ Pair of 28-inch wooden levels: DAVIS & COOK missing one vial, the other vial is intact, needs light 
cleaning; and a Stanley #4? with brass side views and brass end plates, level vial is intact, plumb vials is 
missing, good overall. 

292 ______ Three mallets: one rubber; one wooden and one plastic, all very good. 

293 ______ Lot of five rusty mortising chisels and two gouges one needing a handle. 
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294 ______ Three unusual hammers: veneering; cobbler and a blacksmith made farrier’s hammer. All have light to 
moderate rust. 

295 ______ Nice assorted gouges and chisels all with light to moderate rust. 

296 ______ Lot of six hammers including little CHAMPION DEARMENT ball peen; larger ball peen; Stanley #601 tack 
hammer, fine; and CRAFTSMAN tin or riveting hammer; small brass hammer, etc. All have some light rust 
but will clean to very good. 

297 ______ Lot: unknown type hammer marked GERMANY 2; hand forged claw hammer; wooden mallet and hard 
rubber mallet. 

298 ______ Pair of Stanley transitional bench planes: 24-inch No. 31, tote spur broken off, light rust to exposed surfaces, 
numerous bug holes, good overall; and a 28-inch OHIO TOOL CO. AUBURN N.Y. No. 33 with light 
pitting on tapered blade, spur on handle is broken off, will clean to very good overall. 

299 ______ Pair of wooden molding planes: homemade 1/2-inch round or nosing type, very good; and a KENNEDY & 
WHITE sash plane, complete and very good overall. 

300 ______ Lot of 11 fine carving gouges in canvas roll: D.R. BARTON 25mm swept gouge, very good; BUCK BROS 
14mm #14 swept gouge, fine; BUCK BROS. 13mm No. 13 swept gouge, very good; 12mm No. 17 swept 
gouge marked GERMANY with a screw logo, fine; S.J. Addis 10mm No. 14 swept gouge, very good; 
BARTON 8mm No. 18 swept gouge, very good; S.J. Addis 16mm No. 27, fine; unknown make 13mm 
swept fishtail, good overall; O. LINDNER 9mm swept fishtail, very good; 6mm No. 16? swept fishtail, fine; 
and a 5mm swept fishtail, very good. 

301 ______ Stanley #8C 24-inch Type 11 iron jointer plane, complete and very good. 

302 ______ Sargent #422 22-inch iron jointer plane with Stanley BB-logo blade, good beaded knob, scuffed but intact 
rosewood tote, will make good user. 

303 ______ Stanley #6C 18-inch iron fore plane with nice HOCK iron, rosewood tall knob and good tote, will make 
great user. 

304 ______ Stanley #5 1/2C iron wide-body jack plane, nice rosewood tall knob, fine tote, very good overall, one patent 
date behind adjustable frog, fine SW-logo blade, very good overall. 

305 ______ Stanley #5 iron jack plane with nice rosewood tall knob, fine rosewood tote, very good SW-logo blade, 
small hang hole in rear of bed, will make a fine user. 

306 ______ Late model 5 1/4 iron jack plane with blue japanning, very good BB-logo blade, fine hardwood tote and tall 
knob, fine overall. 

307 ______ Pair of iron smooth planes: Stanley #4 with worn Q-logo blade, good low knob and tote broken at base, good 
overall; and a Stanley #3 Type 11 with nice rosewood tote and tall knob, fine V-logo blade, hole drilled thru 
tote spur, very good overall. 

308 ______ Nice 8-inch Stanley #22 transitional smooth plane, good SW-logo blade, fine beech knob, no visible 
markings on toe, fine overall. 

309 ______ Pair of Stanley transitional jack planes: unmarked model with twisted lateral lever, unmarked blade, fine 
beech tote and knob, very good overall; and a #127 LIBERTY BELL jack with fine Q-logo blade, fine 
overall. 

310 ______ Pair of transitional fore planes: Stanley #28 with good Q-logo blade, tote spur cracked, bottom cracked at 
toe, can be restored to usable condition; and an early #129 LIBERTY BELL with the circular logo and 
patent date on the blade, very good knob, tote spur chipped, very good overall. 

311 ______ Scarce GAGE TOOL CO. #18 24-inch transitional jointer plane with fine beech knob, and ebonized tote, 
fine overall. 

312 ______ Stanley #31 24-inch transitional jointer plane, fine pitting on Q-logo blade, tote spur sheared off and tote 
cracked in center, will new tote will make a good user. 

313 ______ Stanley #31 24-inch fine Q-logo blade, tote spur sheared off otherwise complete and very good overall. 
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314 ______ Stanley #18 iron block plane with early knuckle jointed lever cap that has Stanley name, SW logo blade, one 
tiny chip in rear of throat, very good overall. 

315 ______ Pair of iron block planes: #103 with nice RULE & LEVEL CO. blade, very good overall; and a DEFIANCE 
or HANDYMAN 5-inch model with low angle blade, MADE IN USA cast into bed. 

316 ______ VAN CAMP INDIANAPOLIS Hardware Catalog 933, hardbound, cover separating at spine, first few pages 
water stained and brittle with numerous pieces broken off, water staining along edges goes all the way thru 
the tool section, still a good catalog for research or reference. 

317 ______ Lot of 19 FINE TOOL JOURNAL magazines from 1997 to 2003. 

318 ______ BELKNAP HARDWARE LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 1955 Hardware Catalog, some light wear and 
soiling out outside of hard covers, inside is very good. 

319 ______ Large lot of EAIA Chronicle and Shavings Publications from 1975 to 2010. 

320 ______ HIBBARD, SPENCER, BARTLETT & CO. Evanston, Illinois Hardware Catalog circa 1952, very good 
overall. 

321 ______ Four early tool catalogs: 1977 Catalog #13 of Iron Horse Antiques First Annual Auction Catalog; and three 
2004 issues of The Tool Chest Journal of the Hand Tool Preservation Association of Australia. 

322 ______ J.M. WARREN & CO. TROY N.Y. Hardware Catalog No. 10 General Line Catalog 1919, hardcovers 
separated at spine, first 32 pages are loose and tatty at the ends, the rest are very good. 

323 ______ Lot of 13 issues of the MWTCA Gristmill Issues 79, 80, 81, 83 from 1995-96; and issues 93; 103, 104, 105, 
106, 107, 108, 109, and 110, all very good. 

324 ______ Massive UNION HARDWARE & METAL CO. LOS ANGELES catalog No. 38, good overall. 

325 ______ H. WELLS WMS.BURG MASS pair of plank or tongue and groove planes, on ear on the tongue cutter is 
cracked, a very good pair overall. 

326 ______ Unknown make screw-arm plow plane with screw operated depth stop, both fence brackets are cracked and 
would need to be reinforced if it were to be used, threads and nuts are all good. 

327 ______ Stanley #23 prelateral transitional smooth plane, light rust on blade and frame, will clean to very good 
overall; plus a Stanley No. 19-180 saw guide for making miter cuts, fine overall. 

328 ______ Three wooden molding planes: Ohio Tool No. 130 fully boxed screw-arm sash plane, very good overall; 
Sandusky Tool Co. No. 57 sash coping? plane, very good; and a 7/8-inch No. 44 coping plane, fine. 

329 ______ Ohio Tool Co. No. 101 handled screw-arm plow plane with screw-operated depth stop, nice threads and 
nuts, will make a very good user. 

330 ______ Three wooden dado planes: OHIO TOOL CO. 3/4-inch NO. 47, very good; H. CHAPIN UNION 
FACTORY 7/8-inch No. 139, very good; and an early 1/4-inch with wooden depth stop and intact nicker, 
very good. 

331 ______ Five JORGENSEN furniture clamps with steel screws: one 12-inch; one 10-inch; one 8-inch; and two 6-
inch, all are fine. 

332 ______ A. MATHIESON & SON 5/8-inch fixed No. 1 sash plane, fine overall. 

333 ______ GAGE TOOL CO. G35 transitional smooth plane, some light rust on blade and on metal plate that covers 
the top of the tote, will clean to very good to fine overall. 

334 ______ Lot of three wooden molding planes: unknown make single boxed thumbnail, very good; A. RICHMOND 
complex profile missing 3 1/2 inches of boxing on one side to the rear or throat, good overall; and a small 
dovetail? plane, very good 

335 ______ Folding barn-beam boring machine with egg-shaped wooden handles, comes with one bit, some light to 
moderate rust to exposed surfaces and to the single bit that is included, will clean to very good. 

336 ______ J.L. Behmer Corp. 503 E HAINES ST, Perkasie, PA modified vise-grip fencing tool. Like new with two 
pages describing how it is used. 
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337 ______ E-Z SPLICE fencing tool made by J.L. Behmer Corp. 503 E HAINES ST, Perkasie, PA used with a 
modified Vise-grip plier wrench, comes with two instruction pages, new. 

338 ______ Cross slide that was modified to dress the Keen Kutter grinder in lot 345. 

339 ______ Lot: three Morss tapered twist drills; four simple hex drive sockets with wrench; brass gate latch; and piece 
of harness. 

340 ______ Scarce STILES-HERMAN MFG CO. ST. LOUIS small English wheel, JUNE 1922 Patent, very good 
overall. 

341 ______ Lot: Mystery handle, PAT. 10, ’86; center adjusting bicycle wrench, missing the screw; and a mini 
screwdriver and wrench combo tool that looks like it’s a gun tool; and Western feeler gauge set with 2-inch 
scale. 

342 ______ Larger STILES-HERMAN MFG CO. ST. LOUIS English wheel, JUNE 1922 Patent, very good overall. 

343 ______ Double spokeshave with flat and rounded bottoms, very good. 

344 ______ Massive hex shaped brass plumb bob, 9-inches long overall, very good. 

345 ______ Keen Kutter treadle grinder, has been repainted, stone is perfectly trued, a very good usable condition. 

346 ______ Three iron block planes: DUNLAP (Sargent) #307 with nickel plated cap, some light rust, will clean to very 
good; SARGENT #306, has light rust, will clean to very good; and a Stanley #18 with knuckle jointed cap, 
will clean to very good. 

347 ______ L&IJ WHITE 9-inch coopers shave, fine overall, has logo in gold colored oval, first of this mark we have 
seen, fine overall. 

348 ______ Unusual Millers Falls No. 67 router plane with adjustable fence on bottom, good knobs, has rod for throat 
closer but foot is missing, comes with 1/4-inch blade, plane has light to moderate rust to exposed surfaces, 
will clean to good useable condition. 

349 ______ D.R. BARTON 7-inch cooper’s drawknife, has light dusting of surface rust, will clean to fine overall. 

350 ______ Stanley BEDROCK #608C FT with nice V-logo blade, good rosewood tote and tall knob, with light 
cleaning will be fine overall. 

351 ______ Pair of wooden planes: 9-in. wide body smooth plane with 2 1/2-inch OHIO TOOL blade, very good overall; 
and a horned scrub plane, with name “H. Kube” crudely scratched into left side. 

352 ______ GREENLEE 10-inch folding handle drawknife, some rust, will clean to very good overall. 

353 ______ Pair of planes: Stanley #24 transitional smooth plane with STANLEY RULE & LEVEL logo and model 
number stamped into both ends; and a 2 1/8-inch handled jack rabbet, one nicker missing, will clean to very 
good. 

354 ______ CHAPLIN’S Patent 21 1/2-inch iron jointer plane with hard rubber tote with spur broken off, front knob is 
present but the nut that secures it at the top is missing, can be restored to good or better condition. 

355 ______ Three new STARRETT SO60 zig zag rules, all still in original packaging. 

356 ______ Large wooden mallet and a No. 2 lead ladle that has some lead in it. 

357 ______ Lot of push drills and Yankee-type screwdrivers; small A.H. REED screwdriver with intact bit, very good; 
CRAFTSMAN (Millers Falls) large reversible model with one flat bit, fine; No. 576 GERMAN model with 
one flat bit, very good; Goodell-Pratt with one flat bit, some light rust; and a YANKEE NO. 44 push drill 
with Jan 25, 1896, June 6, 1905 patents, very good. 

358 ______ Four hammers including a scarce mill pick for dressing mill stones marked A.C.M. WORKS RICHMOND 
IND.; a nice TRU-TEST SUPREME 16-oz. claw hammer, very good; farrier’s hammer and an unknown 
model. 
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359 ______ Lot of adjustable steel squares and 12-inch scales: Starrett with square head intact level and scribe, No. 4 
graduations on rusty 12-inch scale, will clean to very good; Brown & Sharpe #4 graduated scale with 
protractor head, intact level vial, some light rust; unknown make square with intact level and scribe, some 
light rust; and a UNION TOOL CO 12-inch scale with center head, square head with intact level and another 
square head with intact level, some light rust. 

360 ______ Large lot of drill bits: two paper envelopes that look like military surplus each filled with bits; FINE TOOLS 
1-inch BRAD POINT wood bit; FINE TOOLS 5/8-inch BRAD POINT wood bit; FINE TOOLS 3/4-inch 
BRAD POINT wood bit; FINE TOOLS 7/8-inch BRAD POINT wood bit; package of Brad Point Wood bits 
from The Fine Tool Shops sizes 1/8; 3/16; 1/4; 5/16; 3/8; 7/16; and 1/2; another pack of seven Brad Point 
Wood Drills: sizes 1/8 to 1/2; Craftsman power wood boring bits sizes 5/8 to 1 1/4 in original package; and 
an ALPEN WOOD BIT SET of four bits made in Australia 5/8 to 1-inch in original packaging . 

361 ______ Large REED lighting brace screwdriver with one flat bit, very good; and a YANKEE Archimedes drill, very 
good. 

362 ______ Five assorted chisels: BUCK BROS heavy duty 1-inch socket chisels, needs handle; 1/4-in. mortising chisels 
with good handle; 1/2-inch GLOBE socket chisel needing handle; JAMES SWAN 1/8-inch mortising chisel, 
some light rust and needs handle; and a cranked 3/4-inch BUCK BROS. gouge with some light rust. 

363 ______ Stanley #5 iron jack plane, with fine tote and tall knob, very good BB-logo blade, fine overall; comes with a 
LANGDON MITER BOX CO. jointer gauge or fence that is complete and very good. 

364 ______ Goodell-Pratt chain drill, complete and fine; plus a large Stearns? lever-type saw set with some rust, will 
clean to very good. 

365 ______ Tool used to dress grinding wheels and an adjustable basin wrench with T handle, very good. 

366 ______ Plane parts: body and frog for Stanley #10 that has been broken and welded at the throat; a body for a 130-
type block plane that has had one end broken off; a KEEN KUTTER KK96 double spokeshave missing both 
blades and caps, rusty; and a frame for a transitional jack plane, very good. 

367 ______ Bemis & Call 16-inch combination pipe and nut wrench with long hex adjuster sleeve, light rust, will clean 
to very good. 

368 ______ Nice shingle froe and splitting wedge. 

369 ______ Lot: Two hardie type tools that would have been used in an anvil; and a hollow drill that may be part of a 
farm implement. 

370 ______ Pair of publications: Dec. 1922 AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRICITY, covers are loose and soiled, inside OK; 
and COLLECTING ANTIQUE TOOLS book by Herb Kean & Emil Pollak, very good. 

371 ______ Three tap and/or die sets in wooden boxes; one is CRAFTSMAN 5450; on GREENFIELD GTD; and largest 
looks like a Craftsman that has had the ID tag removed from the lid. 

372 ______ Blacksmith forged grappling hook with three tines, very good. 

373 ______ Pair of iron rabbet planes: Sargent #79 with some surface rust, missing the fence and depth stop, but the 
depth stop screw is present, some light rust, will clean to very good; and similar Union #43, also missing 
fence and depth stop, intact spur, very good. 

374 ______ Ohio Tool Co. screw-arm sash plane, complete and very good. 

375 ______ Four small slide rules, from top down: CASTELL marked on back RUHRSTAHL RUHRPUMPEN, very 
good with nice leather case; another CASTELL marked Etablissements ANDRE & YERNAUX Courcelles-
Winterslag, very good; PICKETT MODEL N 4P-T DUAL-BASE SPEED RULE, very good; and a 
CHARLES BRUNNING CO. marked on back KUSEL DAIRY EQUIPMENT CO. WATERTOWN, 
WISC., very good with good case. 

376 ______ Union #41 iron match plane, complete and very good. 

377 ______ Four full-sized slide rules: CASTELL MADE IN GERMANY A.W. FABER 111/54 DARMSTADT, very 
good with case; PICKETT MICROLINE 120 with box and case, very good rule with crushed box and nice 
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case, includes instruction booklet; POST VERSALOG with nice leather POST case; and a PICKETT 
MODEL 902T, very good with tattered case. 

378 ______ Pair of wooden molding plane: OHIO TOOL CO. No. 116 2-inch skewed rabbet plane with long & CO. 
PITTSBURGH mark but the hardware store name is faint, very good overall; and an OHIO TOOL No. 62 
1/4 reverse Roman ogee with fence, complete and very good. 

379 ______ Unmarked and early twin-iron fixed sash plane, slightly rounded wedges, very good overall. 

386 ______ Leukart Patent (U.S. No. 1,037,939) mortising machine made on a patent issued Sept. 10, 1912 to Jacob 
Leukart of Columbus, Ohio. This tool would be clamped to a door and used to cut out a mortise that the door 
lock set would drop into, this one is complete but the exposed surfaces are coated with light to moderate 
rust, it is currently frozen. A good cleaning and it will be back in usable condition. 

387 ______ Perkins Patent (U.S. No. 449,696) miter-cutting cutting machine or miter trimmer made on a patent issued 
April 7, 1891 to Willis J. Perkins of Grand Rapids, Michigan. This one was found in a damp basement and 
was caked with rust. We scraped off the bed and freed both fences. The new owner will need to fashion a 
new handle, as the original was MIA when we found it. New owner will also need to remove and clean the 
blades before it can be returned to service. This is the first Perkins miter trimmer we have seen or sold. 

388 ______ H.B. ROUSE lead type trimmer, some rust, will clean to very good overall. 

395 ______ Champion Forge & Blower Co. No. 102 post drill with Jacob’s chuck. 

396 ______ Pair GENERAL TOOL CO. PORTLAND OREGON hardware catalogs; on left is a 25th Anniversary tool 
catalog #51. Company was established in 1925, so that makes this a 1951 catalog. It has 508 pages and is 
hard covered, very to fine overall condition; the yellow one on right is CATALOG No. 65 so that puts the 
year at 1965. It too is hard covered and fine. 

397 ______ NHRA 1961 Hardware Retailer Catalog Service Directory of Manufacturers by the National Retail 
Hardware Association. Has hard covers and is fine. 

398 ______ Three paper or soft covered books: Upholstery A Complete Course Revised Edition by David James, fine 
overall; and Verna Cook Salomonsky’s Masterpieces of Furniture In Photographs and Measured Drawings, 
very good; and 1984 New Orleans World’s Fair Guidebook by the Picayune Publishing Co. some light wear 
to covers, very good overall; 

399 ______ C. HAGER & SONS HINGE MANUFACTURING CO. ST. LOUIS, MO 1925 hard covered catalog of 
hinges, complete and fine. 

400 ______ SIMMONS HARDWARE CO. INC. CATALOGUE 444 Tinware, Enameled Ware, Stoves, Etc. with spine 
and much of the covers missing, one or two inside pages have tears and there are some pages with scribbling 
like it was given to child to draw in, has a great section of tinner's tools. 

401 ______ Stanley Catalog No. 34 April 1938 Edition was originally sent to the W.C. Heimerdinger Co. 116-118 W. 
Market St., Louisville, Kentucky, very good overall. 

402 ______ E.C. SIMMONS KEEN KUTTER CATALOG No. P YEAR BOOK 1918, paper covers and spine nicked 
and creased, insides pages are good. Complete catalog with guns, fishing equipment, tools, sporting goods, 
etc. 

403 ______ Stanley Catalog No. 34 November 1939 Edition originally sent to J. RUSSELL & CO HOLYOKE, MASS. 
has some scuffs and small tears on covers, small piece missing from bottom of spin cover, inside is very 
good. 

404 ______ Belknap Hardware and Manufacturing Co. Inc. Louisville, Kentucky Catalog No. 88, spine has been taped 
with clear tape, inside several early pages have been removed, the hammer pages are loose. 

405 ______ Stanley Catalog No. 34, 1947 Edition has blue covers, some creasing on covers, inside is very good. 

406 ______ Stanley BAILEY #30 22-inch, fine T-logo blade, fine overall. 

407 ______ Chaplin’s Improved Patent iron jack plane with corrugated bottom, intact hard rubber tote is being held with 
improper bolt, very good overall. 
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408 ______ Up-To-Date butt mortise plane by the Illinois Stamping & Mfg. Co. aluminum body with adjustable blade, 
and having a built-in butt gage. 

409 ______ Unknown make Phelps? cast iron pattern maker’s plane with one No. 6 radiused bottom, has brass cap 
screw, nice tote and knob, very good overall. 

410 ______ Chaplin’s Patent iron smooth plane with corrugated bottom, Tower & Lyon New York blade, small chip 
from spur on hard-rubber tote, very good overall. 

411 ______ Three bit braces; two ratcheting models and one non-ratcheting, one ratcheting model has tape on wrist 
handle. 

412 ______ Rumboldt Patent butt mortise plane, U.S. Pat. No. 2579911, complete and very good. 

413 ______ Stanley #386 jointer gauge or fence for iron bench planes, has V-logo on bracket, fine nickel plating, fine 
overall. 

414 ______ Small Spofford Patent brace, nice cocobolo or rosewood handles, very good overall. 

415 ______ L.S. STARRETT Patent March 28, 1905 speed indicator, fine overall. 

416 ______ Federal Precision Measuring Instruments bench testing dial indicator, FEDERAL Model 35B8, with original 
cover, fine overall. 

417 ______ Keuffel & Esser PAT. No. 2,633,050 optical plummet with two attachments; plus a K&E 5702 hand held 
scope level, in original leather case that can be worn on a belt. 

418 ______ Goodell-Pratt Co. No. 333 iron jointer gauge or fence for iron bench planes, fine fence in a tatty original 
box. 

419 ______ Pair of wrenches: 12-inch B&C combination pipe and nut wrench with long adjusting sleeve, with light 
cleaning will be very good; and a IH 5E 12-inch screw adjusting wrench with open loop handle, very good. 

420 ______ Pair of spokeshaves: RECORD A151 MALLEABLE, in red paint, very good; and a KUNZ No. 50 convex 
bottom in green paint with red cap, some light surface rust on bottom, will clean to fine. 

421 ______ Pair of Stanley iron specialty planes: #192 rabbet complete with depth stop, very good; and a Stanley #39 
3/8-inch dado, complete, very good overall. 

422 ______ Pair of iron spokeshaves: STEARNS with name case into cap, very good overall; and a Stanley #55 hollow 
faced shave with light rust on SW-logo blade, will clean to fine overall. 

423 ______ Lot: saw set that was originally mounted on a bench and operated with an iron pedal on the floor, we do not 
have the pedal, very good overall; Stanley #298 rabbet plane currently missing the front piece and set up for 
use as a chisel plane, very good. 

424 ______ Stanley #5 iron jack plane with fine rosewood tote and tall knob, has jointer gage or fence on right side, very 
good overall. 

425 ______ Millers Falls No. 2 spokeshave with cocobolo handles, nice nickel plating, a trace of surface rust, will clean 
to fine overall. 

426 ______ Pair of iron bench planes: SIEGLEY No. 5C with nice tote and knob, light rust on exposed surfaces, will 
clean to very good; and a OHIO TOOL No. 05 1/2C wide body jack plane, some light rust, maroon 
japanning, will clean to very good. 

427 ______ MARTIN’S spokeshave with a few spots of light rust, will clean to very good. 

428 ______ Pair of planes: OHIO TOOL 04C smooth plane with lever cap from a transitional, good tote and low knob, 
chip in rear corner of throat, good overall; and a WARDS MASTER (Stanley #78-type) duplex or rabbet 
plane, complete with fence and depth stop, some light rust, will clean to very good. 

429 ______ Two small wooden spokeshaves: the larger of the two has MADE IN ENGLAND stamped into underside of 
handle; the smaller one has MARPLES logo, both are very good. 

430 ______ Two wooden spokeshaves: CHARLES ??? SHEFFIELD wooden shave with screw operated blade, very 
good; and a D. FLATHERS & SONS worn down in front of blade, good overall. 
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431 ______ Five assorted pocket or cycle wrenches: BILLINGS & SPENCER Model B 6-inch with center adjuster nut, 
some rust at very end of handle, very good overall; SPRINGFIELD DROP FORGING nickel plated 6-inch 
model, plating is peeling and end of handle is rusted; Rusty Billings? 4-inch model with center adjuster nut; 
and a rusty 4-inch side adjuster; and a 6.25-inch COES? marked U1120 on bar, top jaw where logo would be 
is pitted, good overall. 

432 ______ Pair of wrenches: U.S. WRENCH CO. BOHN QUICK FIT 6-inch with slide adjuster, some light rust and 
peeling nickel, very good overall; and THE ELGIN adjustable alligator with some light to moderate rust, 
very good overall. 

433 ______ Pair of Crescent-type wrenches: 12-inch DIAMALLOY with some light rust, will clean to very good; and a 
10-inch CRESCENT that is very good but needs a light cleaning. 

434 ______ Four WARD MASTER double box ended wrenches 13/16 & 7/8; 11/16 & 3/4; 5/8 & 3/4; and 1/2 & 9/16, 
all are fine. 

435 ______ Seven Snap-On wrenches: F10LB3/8-inch breaker bar; and six combination wrenches from 3/4-inch down 
to 5/16-inch, all very good. 

436 ______ Lot: Unusual Goodell-Pratt marking gauge with graduated steel beam and having a screwdriver-type 
wooden handle, will clean to very good; and a Yankee No. 2110 ratchet brace, that has light to moderate 
rust, will clean to very good. 

437 ______ Three Crescent-type wrenches: CRESCENT 12-inch Crestoloy; CHINESE 10-inch; and 8-inch Crescent 
Crestoloy, all very good. 

438 ______ Lot of eight assorted saw sets including 11-inch BOYNTON, some have rust and will need cleaning. 

439 ______ Pair of edge tools: 2-handed scorp, very good; and a 2-handled box scraper or shave, very good. 

440 ______ Scarce AIKEN Patent May 29, 1900 “Tool for shaping and side dressing saw teeth” made on U.S. Patent 
No. 650,788 issued to W.H. AIKEN of Wellsville, New York, complete and very good. 

441 ______ Lot of four braces, all with light to moderate rust and in need of cleaning. 

442 ______ Lot: two wire crimpers; hoof trimmer; bent needle nose pliers; regular plier with side cutter, and 
MASTERENCH; and another plier, all with rust. 

443 ______ Three wrenches: 6-in. monkey wrench, very good; BENTON quick-adjust, very good; and a WESTCOTT 6-
inch S-handle, very good. 

444 ______ Lot: Lakeside fencing plier, needs some rust cleaned off, very good overall; plus three die stocks and a tap 
handle. 

445 ______ Three braces including unusual Whimble Patent; Spofford Patent with replaced screw and a ratchet brace 
marked MADE IN U.S.A. 

446 ______ Lot: JUDD 6-inch bar clamp, very good; ENDERES No. 71 hoof knife, some light rust; and an X-ACTO 
curved carving knife. 

447 ______ Pair of early saws sets: Disston Patent (U.S. No. 163,162) May 11, 1875 complete and very good; and a 
marked STILLMAN Patent (U.S. No. 5,810) Sept. 26, 1848, very good. 

448 ______ Six assorted wrenches: PEXTO 6-inch with center adjuster nut, some light rust, will clean to fine overall; 
HARRIS & REED CHICAGO single ended alligator with screwdriver at end of handle, the screwdriver end 
has heavy rust; a small double ended alligator; BOOS TOOL CO. handle adjusting wrench, very good; 
UNION No. 7, some light rust; and a tiny side adjusting advertising-type wrench with screwdriver at end of 
handle. 

449 ______ Lot: 9 Craftsman wrenches: 8-inch Crescent-type; six combination wrenches; and one tiny PROTO 1/4-inch 
combination wrench and two 3/8-inch socket extensions, all are fine. 

450 ______ Lot: AKRON BRASS MFG INC. No. 10 hydrant wrench PAT FEB. 24, 1925, very good; parting tool with 
wooden handle; unusual bit of some type; and a scarce STANLEY NO. 203 shelf bracket, very good. 

451 ______ Three wrenches: FULLER (Japanese) No. 8 Crescent-type; 5-inch VISE-GRIP; and a Frank Mossberg 
STERLING 5-inch, all are fine. 
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452 ______ Lot: Stanley #91 double beam marking gage; and two corner rounding tools: one is 1/4 & 3/8; and the other 
is 1/8 & 1/16, this one has light rust. 

453 ______ Lot: unknown make pipe reamer and a large adjustable hollow auger, this one is unmarked and is the first of 
its kind we can recall selling. 

454 ______ Lot: Norton Abrasives Hard Arkansas Oil Stone IOB, box is tatty, stone is fine; combination pin vise and 
wrench marked DIXON, heavy rust on jaws, still works; and a PROTO 3039 double open ended wrench in 
yellow paint 7/8 & 3/4, very good. 

455 ______ Nice 54-inch ice saw with wooden handle, some light to moderate rust, will clean to very good overall. 

456 ______ Lot of eight lathe tools including gouges and parting tool, all have some degree of rust and will require a 
cleaning. 

457 ______ Gage Tool Co. 24-inch No. 18 transitional jointer plane with light rust on blade, rust and peeling nickel on 
top of tote, will clean to very good overall. 

458 ______ Ten assorted screwdrivers: incl. one CRESCENT; one Stanley 100 PLUS; one Stanley THRIFTY, etc. 

459 ______ Lot: fine PLUMB hatchet with FIBER-GLASS Handle; Stanley No. 595 soft faced hammer (first we can 
recall seeing) very good overall; and PLUMB riveting hammer, will clean to very good. 

460 ______ WYETH COMPANY St. Joseph, MO. Hardware Catalog (we cannot find a year but in addition to a full line 
of hand tools, there are also electric tools too, so we reckon it’s 1950s to 1960s, hard covers with two screws 
that be removed to add or remove pages, very good overall. 

461 ______ Four Disston Tool Books: The Saw in History; The File in History; Lumberman’s Handbook; and The 
Disston Saw Tool & File Book, all very good. 

462 ______ H.S. & CO. HAMMACHER SCHLEMMER & CO. New York, Hardware Catalogue No. 500, has worn and 
soiled hard covers, inside has one of the most varied selections of tools we have seen, planes by Stanley, 
Sargent and others, chisels and gouges, work benches and storage cabinets, a very good resource for the tool 
researcher. Was sold at lot No. 49 in a Fall MJD Tool Auction in 2005 for $143. 

463 ______ Stanley #34 Tool Catalog September 1942 Edition, some creasing and tearing on cover, inside very good. 

464 ______ BELKNAP LOUISVILLE Hardware catalog Circa 1974 with three separate soft covered catalogs 4, 5 & 6 
contained between the hard outer covers, the screw is missing from top tub of the binder and the screw and 
tube are missing a the bottom, very good overall. 

465 ______ Three Starrett precision tool catalogs: CATALOG 25, 1934 edition with soiled cover that is separating from 
book, corners worn, decent inside; First Edition Catalog No. 28, 1980 100th Anniversary Edition, very good; 
and a Catalog No. 23, 1924 Edition with red cover, the red on the cover has bled into the 30 or so pages, 
covered is worn and corners are torn or missing. 

466 ______ VIRGINIA-CAROLINA HARDWARE COMPANY RICHMOND, VIRGINIA CATALOG A Circa 1912 
hardware catalog, includes tools by PS&W, Stanley, Millers Falls and many others, front cover is worn and 
spine is missing a few pieces, back cover is missing, ends at page 990 Trunks, Suitcases and Traveling Bags. 
Last few pages are dog eared. 

467 ______ SHIRE ALBUM 50 Woodworking Tools book by Philip Walker, filled with a variety of early English tools, 
very good. 

468 ______ BLISH, MIZE & SILLIMAN ATCHISON, KANSAS circa 1970s hardware catalog, binder type catalog 
with two screws holding the inner pages to the two hard outer covers, very good overall. 

469 ______ Original Millers Falls Catalog #49 and three MWTCA reprints: FRAY’S Bit Braces; Fine Mechanical Tools 
L.S. STARRETT; and Stanley Rule And Level Company Carpenter & Mechanics Tools, all fine. 

470 ______ Three iron block planes: bullnose rabbet similar to Stanley #75 with blade marked KUNZ, some minor 
pitting on blade, good overall; Stanley #9 1/4 with light rust on exposed surfaces, will clean to very good; 
and an unknown make missing the wooden knob, light rust to exposed surfaces. 

471 ______ Stanley #80 cabinet scraper and an unknown make drawknife, both have light rust but will clean to very 
good. 
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472 ______ Pair of iron block planes: STANLEY #18 with knuckle jointed lever cap, adjustable throat, light rust, will 
clean to very good; and an unmarked #102-sized plane that may be a B-Plane or Birmingham product, light 
rust on blade, very good overall. 

473 ______ Three wooden planes: smoother missing the blade; a horned smoother missing the horn; and a WELLS 
W.MS.BURG MASS smoother with light rust on the OHIO TOOL cutter and chipper, will clean to very 
good overall. 

474 ______ Pair of iron block planes: CHAPLIN’S Patent with small chip in rear of throat, no knob, good overall; and a 
SHELTON with light rust on the blade, will clean to very good. 

475 ______ Stanley #22 prelateral, eagle logo on toe, patent date in recessed brass adjuster screw, very good overall. 

476 ______ Pair of iron block planes: Stanley #56 1/2 low angle, light rust, will clean to very good; and a Sargent 
pressed steel model with Sargent Hercules blade, very good. 

477 ______ Pair of iron block planes: Stanley #65 low angle with later style knuckle-jointed lever cap, light rust to 
exposed surfaces, will clean to very good; and a Stanley #220 missing the front knob, light to moderate rust 
on the exposed surfaces, will clean to good or better. 

478 ______ Pair of iron bench planes: Sargent 408; and Stanley #4 The Sargent #408 has a broken tote and light rust to 
exposed surfaces; and the #4 Stanley has fine rosewood tote and tall knob, very light rust to exposed 
surfaces, will clean to fine overall. 

479 ______ Millers Falls bullnose rabbet plane, light rust on blade, red painted lever cap, will clean to fine overall. 

480 ______ Stanley BEDROCK RS #605 nice early-style rosewood tote and low knob, light rust to exposed surfaces, 
will clean to very good overall. 

481 ______ Pair of OHIO TOOL CO. No. 85 screw-arm plank or tongue & groove planes, the tongue cutter has light 
rust on blade, steel sole plates look to have been done at the factory, will clean to fine overall; the grooving 
plow has some mold and is missing the blade, the threads are good, it will clean to very good overall. 

482 ______ Wooden Sheffield-style bit brace with spring chuck, nice rosewood head, fine overall. 

483 ______ Unknown make corner brace with cocobolo handles, light to moderate rust, will clean to very good overall. 

484 ______ Stanley #23 transitional smooth plane, light rust on Q-logo blade, will clean to very good overall. 

485 ______ Stanley BAILEY #35 handled transitional smooth plane, fine T-logo blade, splinter from right side of tote 
spur, BAILEY name cast into frame in front of knob, very good overall. 

486 ______ KEEN KUTTER (Stanley) K27 transitional jack plane, complete and fine. 

487 ______ Pair of 36-inch adjustable PONY pipe clamps, some light rust on the screws, both will clean to fine overall 
condition. 

488 ______ Nice tapered reamer with wooden handle. 

489 ______ Lot: Early pair of Stanley brass trammel points, the rub blocks of both have been replaced; plus a large 
socket chisel currently set up like a slick. 

490 ______ Adz with 5 1/4-inch blade, some rust, will make good user. 

491 ______ Three steel squares including Sargent No. 600 takedown or knockdown square, has some light to moderate 
rust, will clean to very good overall. Another one is copper or has a copper wash, it too will clean to very 
good. 

492 ______ Small Millers Falls No. 90059 steel square, fine overall. 

493 ______ Long handled pole adz, somewhat crude, may have been blacksmith made. 

494 ______ Nice double handled hay knife; and a double bit axe with light rust and having a fine FOREST KING 
handle. 
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495 ______ Pair of adzes: one with 4 1/2-inch blade, has some rust and some pitting, nice handle; plus a large adz with 
4-inch blade marked by letter H inside a shield; blade measures 12 inches from back of socket to cutting 
edge of blade, very good overall. 

496 ______ Small wooden tool box 26 x 9 x 11 with built-in lock (no key) has one tray but the baton that supports it on 
one end, needs to be nailed back in place, very good overall. 

497 ______ Doebler Patent “SAMSON” nail puller patented MAR 1, 1898 & also marked with the patent of Christopher 
Spencer AUG. 16, 1892, some rust, will clean to very good. 

498 ______ Four sliding bevels including three with rosewood handles and one Stanley No. 18 with nickel plated iron 
handle, all have some degree of rusting on blades. 

499 ______ Stanley #78 rabbet & fillister plane, has intact fence, good RULE & LEVEL CO. blade, needs depth stop, 
has some light surface rust. 

500 ______ Stanley #55 combination plow plane with intact tower, all four main sections, rods, four boxes of blades all 
with mostly intact labels, there is dime-size patch of severe pitting in the middle of the right fence, with light 
cleaning, this one will make a very good user. 

501 ______ Two boxes of router bits, two large drill chucks, etc. 

502 ______ Unusual marking gage with steel beam and brass head marked WEBB, some rust on steel beam; and a 
STANLEY HANDYMAN line level H1287, very good. 

503 ______ HENRY BOKER GERMANY jeweler, watchmaker or gunmaker screw plate. 

504 ______ Two marking gages: Stanley double beam with brass plates on end and brass rub blocks, has former owner 
J.E. WEISS’ name stamped three times, very good; and a fine rosewood and brass marking and mortise 
gage, not marked. 

505 ______ Pair of fixer upper plow planes: later Stanley #46 with all three main sections, one blade, good handle and 
knob, entire plane has moderate rust, will clean to good usable condition; and a Sargent combination plow 
plane that has some light surface rust and will need to be cleaned. 

506 ______ Lot of parts for Stanley #55, 45, and Siegley No. 2 plow planes; both fences and main body for a Stanley 
#55, some rust; sliding section for #45, very good; and a body fence and sliding section for a Siegley #2 
plow, needs main handle and wooden wear strip on fence replaced. 

507 ______ Prelateral Stanley #27 transitional jack plane, good Rule & Level Co. blade, recessed nut with patent date, 
top of tote spur chipped, very good overall. 

508 ______ H. CHAPIN UNION FACTORY complex profile molding plane, marked 8/8 on heel, very good overall. 

509 ______ UNION 6-inch iron block plane with Excelsior-style body, very good overall. 

510 ______ Pair of wooden molding planes: W. VANCE BALTIMORE complex molding plane, small chip from toe, 
very good; and an OHIO TOOL CO. 1 1/8-inch No. 90 nosing plane, good overall. 

511 ______ Stanley #11 leather belt plane, big chip at throat, no top handle, good for parts. 

512 ______ Stanley #2, 7-inch iron smooth plane, very good T-logo blade has some mild pitting at top of blade, nice 
rosewood tote and knob, with light cleaning, this one will be fine overall. 

513 ______ Late model Stanley #97 single beam marking gage in near new condition. 

514 ______ Stanley #79 double side rabbet plane, MADE IN U.S.A., complete with fence, very good overall. 

515 ______ Wooden hex wrench, marked 31 BX1 on one side, good overall. 

516 ______ Three wooden side rabbet planes: W. GREENSLADE BRISTOL EXHIBITION 1832 MEDAL 1/8-inch 
fully boxed, very good; SANDUSKY 3/8-inch No. 47 single boxed, very good; and a 3/4-inch that has had 
the maker’s mark overstamped, single boxed, very good. 
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517 ______ Lot: Fixed hollow auger; and two smooth planes including a Stanley #4C with painted handles, paint peeling 
from wood, light rust to exposed surfaces, will clean to very good; and a Stanley #4 with SW blade, nice 
rosewood tote and tall knob, will easily clean to very good overall. 

518 ______ John Bell Philadelphia screw-arm sash plane, complete and very good. 

519 ______ Stanley #248 weather-stripping plow with one blade, both sets of rods, depth stop, light to moderate rust to 
exposed surfaces, will clean to at least good overall. 

520 ______ Lot of three complex molding planes including a 5/8-inch bead and follow; an OHIO TOOL No. 68 marked 
7/8 on heel, and one narrow one that is missing its boxing. 

535 ______ Lot of five assorted calipers and dividers, all with rust and needing to be cleaned. 

536 ______ Nice blacksmith-made double caliper, very good overall. 

537 ______ Lot of plane parts: four wooden wedges; two totes for wooden bench planes and two totes for iron bench 
planes. 

538 ______ Lot of eight chisels: heavy duty 3/4-inch, very good; James Swan 1 3/4-inch needs handle, very good; 1-inch 
James Swan, needs handle, very good; Dunlap 3/4-inch bevel edge, fine; DUNLAP 1/2-inch bevel edge, 
fine; Stanley Everlast 1/2-inch, needs cleaning and a regrind; Stanley 750 3/8-inch very good; and a BUCK 
BROS 1/4-inch tang chisel, fine. 

539 ______ EARLY 10 1/4-inch steel back saw with two split nuts securing the handle, some rust on back and two small 
spots of rust on left side, will clean to very good. 

540 ______ Lot of four mortising chisels: KEEN KUTTER 1/8-inch, complete and fine; PS&W 3/16-inch, no handle, 
some rust; BUCK BROS. 1/8-inch, some rust, needs handle; and an unknown make 1/4-inch, some light 
rust, needs handle. 

541 ______ Pair of bitstock tools: Goodell-Pratt chain drill, complete and very good; and an A.A. WOODS adjustable 
hollow auger with intact depth stop, very good overall. 

550 ______ Large Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co. Wholesale Hardware Catalog No. 77, some staining on covers, 
inside very good. 

551 ______ HERBRAND “THE ARISTOCRAT OF TOOLS” QUALITY TOOLS 1939 Catalog No. 51, fine overall. 

552 ______ The Central Brass Mfg. Co. Cleveland 1907 Catalog C, filled with cuts of early cocks and bibbs (faucets), 
very good; plus The Complete Book of FURNITURE REPAIR AND REFINISHING by Ralph Parsons 
Kinney, books is fine, dust jacket is missing a few small pieces. 

553 ______ Four Audel do-it-yourself-type books: Carpenters and Builders Library: 1. Millwork, Power Tools, Painting; 
2. Layouts, Foundations, Framing; 3. Builder’s Math, Plans, Specifications; 4. Tools, Steel Square, Joinery, 
all are wrapped together with cling wrap and all are fine 

554 ______ Four books or booklets: Methods of Measurement; Tools of Louisiana, Missouri (Buffum Tool Co.); Sargent 
Combination Planes Nos. 1080 and 1085 Description and Directions for using, soiled and stained covers, 
inside good; and Greenlee Tools Catalog No. 33, Surplus Library of Congress. 

555 ______ The Hill & Griffith Company Manufacturers of FOUNDRY FACINGS, SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT; 
POLISHING AND BUFFING COMPOSITION, 1925 Catalog, fine hardbound book with nice covers and 
binding. 

556 ______ Four tool catalogs and books: ERECTING & OPERATING by AUDEL, covers scuffed, inside very good; 
Forty Years of Hardware by Saunders Norvell, complete and very good; Woodworkers Tool Works Chicago 
1907-1929 Catalog E Series full of machine tool bits, band saw parts, saw sharpening fixtures, etc.; and 
Canedy-Otto Mfg. Price List No. 8 filled with forge blowers, post drills with exploded drawings showing all 
the parts, a very good catalog. 

557 ______ Four tool books and catalogs: The Story of Tools by James Poling, torn dust jacket, inside very good; 
DURO TOOLS of PROGRESS DURO METAL PRODUCTS CHICAGO, circa 1930s catalog filled with 
automotive tools, cover worn and soiled, inside very good; and two Net Price Books of the W.S. NOTT Co. 
of Minneapolis, one dated July 10, 1937; and the other March 21, 1938, both very good. 
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558 ______ Two tool books: Pratt & Whitney Small Tools No. 17 dated 1950, very good; and SAMUEL HARRIS & 
CO. MACHINERY TOOLS AND SUPPLIES, complete and very good. 

559 ______ ENOS AND SANDERSON STEEL ALUMINUM INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES MACHINERY CATALOG 
70 copyrighted 1966, very good; and ONE GOOD TURN A Natural History of the Screwdriver and the 
Screw by Witold Rybczynski, very good. 

560 ______ Pair of books: Encyclopedia of American Farm Implements & Antiques by C.H. Wendel, very good; and 
OLD TOOLS (AND) LOCKS, KEYS AND CLOSURES with prices by Jack Wood, very good. 

561 ______ Two iron jointer planes both needing TLC; later model Stanley #8 needing both tote and knob to complete, 
has light rust on BB-logo blade, orange background on lever cap, will clean to very good; and a 21 1/2-inch 
SIEGLEY No. 12 with corrugated bottom, has fine original tote and knob, Bailey-type blade adjuster, intact 
lateral lever, needs blade and lever cap to complete. 

562 ______ Lot of four fixer upper wooden planes: T. CLARK handled complex profile, has rounded wedge, missing the 
blade; a Yankee-style plow body only (missing the fence and arms) has wooden depth stop, two wooden 
screws, wedge an obvious replacement; another complex molding plane missing the iron, replaced wedge, 
fence screwed to left side; and an 11 1/2-inch handled round-type complete. 

563 ______ Three wooden planes: YOUNG & McMASTER AUBURN, NY 2-inch skewed rabbet, top front 1/2 of 
wedge MIA; nice A.C. BARTLETT’S OHIO PLANES No. 11 round, complete and fine; and an owner 
made? moving fillister or fillister plane, good overall. 

564 ______ Lot: DREMEL tool in original tin box with some tooling; plus a set of Craftsman 5 5/8-inch molding set for 
use in a table saw, new in original packaging, fine. 

565 ______ Four wooden molding planes: AUBURN TOOL CO. No. 6 hollow, complete and very good; Sandusky Tool 
Co. #175 1/2-inch round, very good; WILLIAM WARD NEW YORK #14 hollow, fine; and an OWASCO 
TOOL CO. NEW YORK model 180 #16 hollow, fine overall. 

566 ______ Pair of furniture clamps: on top is a small pipe clamp that is complete, has some light rust, will clean to very 
good; a bar clamp, also has light rust, will clean to very good; and a threaded piece of something we could 
not identify 

567 ______ Three wooden planes needing TLC: B.L. BERRY skewed rabbet, 1 3/4-inch rabbet, no blade, dirty; 
unknown make No. 110 complex profile, missing the boxing on the right side; and a Sandusky Tool Co. No. 
145 screw arm fillister plane with intact nicker, depth stop and handle, needs blade and wedge. 

568 ______ Unusual strapped hammer; Stanley butt gage; and a large socketed mortise chisel needing a wooden handle. 

569 ______ Clockworks with two springs, some rust, will make some nice yard art. 

570 ______ Heavy brass surveying tape reel with spring-loaded dog, very well made, some tape remains in reel. 

571 ______ Lot: plastic handled screwdriver; Yankee screwdriver; 12-inch scale, mini crowbar, and two drifts or 
punches. 

572 ______ Lot: three pair of hemostats; two small medical or sewing scissors; and tweezer. 

573 ______ Central Quality Industries, Inc. POLO, ILLINOIS protractor, fine. 

574 ______ Lot of 11 auger bits; one with wooden handle, most have light to moderate rust. 

575 ______ Lot of 12 assorted files and rasps; one with removable iron handle; 9 with removable wooden handles most 
of which are like new. 

576 ______ Three planes for parts or restoration: UNION 4 1/2 wide body smooth plane with tote knob and lever cap, 
needs blade and chipbreaker; UNION FACTORY 22-inch wooden jointer plane body only; and a prelateral 
Stanley 20-inch transitional fore or jointer with eagle logo on toe, needs tote to complete. 

577 ______ Five screw adjusting pipe wrenches: TRIMO 18-inch, with light cleaning will be very good; RIDGID 14-
inch offset head, will clean to very good; RIDGID 6-inch HEAVY DUTY, fine; RIDGID 10-inch HEAVY 
DUTY, very good; and RIDGID 12-inch HEAVY DUTY, very good. 
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578 ______ Two long handled scrapers: Scarce Sargent No. 52, very good; and a Starrett with light rust on the blade, 
will clean to very good, handle has hang hole at end. 

579 ______ Nice chairmaker’s travisher or spokeshave for hogging out the seat area on a chair, very good overall. 

580 ______ Stanley #39 dado plane, early style with size cast into right side of plane and Stanley name cast into cap 
screw, right nicker is present, left nicker is MIA, very good overall. 

581 ______ Lot: Stanley JOBMASTER ball peen hammer, very good; guide for table saw; pipe reamer with wooden 
handle; and an unusual socket chisel with nearly 2-inch blade, some light rust, will clean to very good. 

582 ______ LOT: ECLIPSE blade and chisel guide, fine overall; OHIO TOOL 1 1/2-inch No. 116 skew bladed rabbet 
plane, dirty; and an iron block plane with light to moderate rust on sides and sole, will clean to very good. 

583 ______ Unknown make 8-inch cast iron muffin or cornbread pan, makes 8 pie-shaped pieces, marked 8 on bottom. 

584 ______ Lot: cigar box bottom with twist drills; offset screwdriver, etc. plus five double open ended wrenches and a 
simple hex socket set. 

585 ______ WENTWORTH’S PATENT NO. 8 bench mounting saw vise, APRIL 8, ’78, some rust, will clean to very 
good overall. 

586 ______ Long handled blacksmith made gouge, rusty and wooden handle is chipped, will clean to good overall; and a 
rusty barking spud in the same condition. 

587 ______ Largest and most sturdy HENRY DISSTON bench mounting saw vise we have seen. Needs light cleaning, 
very good overall. 

588 ______ LSS CO. (STARRETT) 24-inch scale with rust on one side having a square head and a center head, will 
clean to very good overall. 

589 ______ Lot: two rasps and a file all having removable wooden handles, some light rust. 

590 ______ Lot: GREENLEE SHEFFIELD turning saw, has rotted rope strainer that needs to be replaced along with a 
toggle; plus a VARVILL & SONS YORK tongue cutting plane, very good; and a weathered body only for a 
Sandusky tongue cutter. 

591 ______ Three Stanley iron rabbet planes: #78 with intact fence and depth stop, very good overall; Stanley #180 
complete with fine V-logo blade, very good overall; and a #191 rabbet, complete with depth stop, very good. 

592 ______ HERBRAND DRILL INDEX with three fold-out tiers, box itself has peeling blue paint and the bits have 
light rust. 

593 ______ Pair of wooden molding planes: STOKOE (LONDON) single boxed complex molding plane, very good; and 
an unknown make double boxed 1/2-inch side bead, very good. 

594 ______ Pair of cast iron Stanley levels: No. 36 double plumb & level, all three vials intact, very good; and a 9-inch 
No. 36 with all three vials intact, also very good. 

595 ______ Stanley #85 razor shave, has small hang hole in end of handle, very good overall. 

596 ______ Stanley 5 1/2C wide body jack plane, tote spur was sheared off in transport but is present, has two patent 
dates in bed, some light rust, will clean to very good overall. 

597 ______ Pair of iron jack planes: DEFIANCE by Stanley, some light rust, will clean to very good; and a Gage G5 
with chuck from right rear corner, entire plane in light to moderate rust. 

598 ______ Pair of Stanley specialty planes: 1-inch No. 39 dado, missing depth stop and both spurs, screw for depth stop 
is present, a good one to restore; plus a No. 146 3/8-inch match plane, has hang holes drilled thru base of 
each handle, no blades, will make good user. 

599 ______ ATKINS FILER saw sharpening fixture, comes with a small file with cast iron handle. 

600 ______ Three planes: early Stanley #120 with star lever cap, very good; KEEN KUTTER KK130 double ended 
block plane, complete and very good; and a Stanley #24 transitional smooth plane, knob chipped at base and 
blade and chip breaker are coated with light to moderate rust. 
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601 ______ Lot: more than 30 hack saw blades; two blades for a nested saw, both with light rust; a long 1 1/2-inch 
BUCK plane blade; file large auger bit and three chisels or turning tools one with smashed socket. 

602 ______ Lot: six files; one rasp; one file has a removable wooden handle; and a large 8-inch C-clamp. 

603 ______ Four clamps or parts thereof; the orange one is marked JORGENSEN 1834 4-inch, near new; another similar 
in red paint marked WELDSALE CO. PHILA PA, some rust on threads, will clean to very good; and small 
cast aluminum or pot metal similar clamp. After photo was taken a second WELDSALE clamp was found 
and will be added to this lot. 

604 ______ Lot: 2 7/8-inch slick (no handle); has some pitting on top of the blade, will make good user; W. GREAVES 
9/16-inch mortising chisel, needs handle; and a DOUGLAS MFG. 3/40-inch corner chisel, has rust, will 
clean to very good. 

605 ______ Stanley #90 bullnose rabbet plane, top is chipped where it meets up with the bottom on the right side, still a 
good usable plane. 

606 ______ L.S. STARRETT No. 136 cross test level, both vials intact, needs light cleaning very good overall. 

607 ______ Pair of rusty wrenches: adjustable drain plug wrench; and an adjustable stamped or pressed steel, Crescent-
type. 

608 ______ Four plastic handled chisels; three are CRAFTSMAN and one is Great Neck, all are in very good usable 
condition. 

609 ______ Ten auger bits: two smaller ones marked STANLEY RUSSELL JENNINGS; two larger ones marked 
IRWIN; includes an adjustable model. 

610 ______ Lot: Four assorted corner chisels, all needing wooden handles; a skewed turning tool that needs a handle and 
a mortising chisel with tapered end, likely for a mortising machine, very good. 

611 ______ Lot: eight files and rasps including a knife edge file; large flat bladed screwdriver and a long handled turning 
tool. 

612 ______ Nine assorted socket chisels including Stanley 750; KEEN KUTTER; STEEL CRAFT; DOUGLAS MFG.; 
HUDSON FORGE CO., etc. 

613 ______ Large lot of bitstock tools: Six center bits one with flat tang for special brace; spade bit; three screwdriver 
bits one set up for split nuts on saws; another marked BUCK BROS; seven spoon bits; five gimlets; and one 
countersink, all are very good. 

614 ______ Four chisels including two STANLEY “EVERLAST” models; 2 3/4-inch sash pocket? chisel?, some light 
rust, will clean to fine; a 7/8-inch offset all-steel model, very good; 1-inch Stanley Everlast with light rust on 
top, the back and handle are very good; and a Stanley 1/2-inch Everlast with very good handle. 

615 ______ Lot: medium sized bung auger; hand adz; and a Starrett scraper; all with light to moderate rust. 

616 ______ Lot: mortising chisel, fine; Stanley 1/2-inch all-steel chisel; 14mm surgical? gouge MADE IN USA; plastic 
handled chisel; shucking peg; small flat-bladed screwdriver; line level; dividers, gasket or circle cutter; etc. 

617 ______ Stanley VICTOR soldering iron IOB, label on top of box is worn and flaking off, the iron is fine; and a 
Stanley #40 3/4-inch chisel, fine iron what may be the original box, there are no markings on the box. 

618 ______ Craftsman (Stanley #45) made for Sears, Roebuck & Co. combination plow plane in near perfect condition; 
both sets of rods; cam; beading stop, three depth stops, original screwdriver, chip deflector for sash blade; 
and double row box of 24 blades including the slitter that is in the plane; an absolutely fine plane overall. 

619 ______ Craftsman (Stanley) No. 3730 rabbet plane, same as Stanley #78, complete in original box, with depth stop 
and fence, plane is near new, box has blue overspray and some soiling, fine overall. 

620 ______ Lot of 20 assorted files and rasps; at least 11 have removable wooden handles, some have light rust. 

621 ______ BARTON coopers shave with wooden handles; star drill; and a fixed hollow auger. 
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622 ______ Eight assorted pliers and plier-like tools: 6-inch VISE GRIP, fine; 10-inch unmarked VISE GRIP; 
CRAFTSMAN slip joint pliers, some rust; CHANELOCK slip-joint pliers, some rust; paper punch; plus 
three more. 

623 ______ Nine assorted tools: E.C. ATKINS JUNE 1888 lever-type saw set; Stanley 7A awl; tack lifter; carving tool, 
etc. 

624 ______ Five assorted squares including four rosewood handled try squares including Stanley 4 1/2-inch No. 20; 
Stanley 8-inch No. 20; and a German all-steel bench square, some rust. 

625 ______ Pair of jack planes: TURNER & SONS CORNWALL wooden jack plane, some rust on blade and chipper, 
very good overall; and a Stanley #127 “Liberty Bell” transitional, tote spur broken off, blade needs light 
cleaning, very good overall. 

626 ______ Three patented auger handles: Millers Falls No. 2, complete and fine; Millers Falls #5 ratcheting model, one 
wooden handle MIA, needs cleaning, good overall; and one with wooden handles and having an iron frame, 
very good overall. 

627 ______ Three transitional jack planes: Two UNION NO. 26 models; both complete and very good; and a Stanley 
#27 1/2 wide body jack plane, tote spur broken off, needs light cleaning, very good overall. 

628 ______ Lot: Stanley 6-inch #25 sliding bevel, small spot of light rust, will clean to fine; Stanley 8-inch No. 1 try and 
miter square, good nickel, light rust, will clean to very good; and three rosewood handled squares including 
small Disston No. 1 with 3-inch blade, fine; and a Stanley try and miter square with decal on handle. 

629 ______ Pair of iron bench planes: Millers Falls #14, light to moderate rust on sides, bottom and blade, will make 
good user; and a JORDAN GERMAN smoother, sides have rust and pitting. 

630 ______ Four fixer upper iron bench planes: BEDROCK 606 FT caked in rust; Metallic Plane Co. fore plane, nose 
broken off, has adjustable throat, tote broken in center and missing spur, front know looks improper, lots of 
rust; UNION MFG Co. #5C iron jack plane, needs tote, will clean to very good; and a Stanley #5 1/4 needs 
blade and lever cap, light rust on sides and sole, blade and cap from a #3 will fit this one, will make great 
user. 

631 ______ Lot: late Stanley #66 hand beader with flat fence, no blades, some rust, will clean to very good overall; 
adjustable auger bit depth stop, very good (bit not included); and a N0. 58 doweling jig, no guides included, 
needs light cleaning. 

632 ______ Stanley #48 tongue and groove plane, uniform coating of light to moderate rust, no blades, will clean to 
good usable condition. 

633 ______ Stanley #55 combination plow plan parts: main frame with script logo on skate, top of tote spur chipped, 
some light rust, will clean to very good overall; and a sliding section for a #55 plow that has a good tower, 
the rest is covered in light to moderate rust, can be restored to usable condition. 

634 ______ Five rusty block planes including Stanley #118; Stanley #220 with broken lever on lever cap; Stanley #110; 
maroon Stanley #220; and an 8-inch pressed steel model with wooden knob, blade adjuster, rusty. 

635 ______ Three iron planes: Stanley #78 complete with fence and depth stop, some rust, will clean to very good 
overall; Stanley #3 Type 11 smooth plane, missing blade and lever cap, some rust, will clean to very good; 
and a 5 1/4 junior jack plane caked in rust, good rosewood tote and tall knob, this will be a challenge to even 
the most skilled restoration guy. 

636 ______ Pair of rusty hollow augers; one fixed and one is adjustable, both have moderate to heavy rust. 

637 ______ Lot: Fine Stanley #72 double beam marking gage; and two long handled Stanley scrapers, No. 79 & No. 82, 
both very good. 

638 ______ Lot: USMC PRG410 pop rivet tool, very good; PAZZANO WRENCH CO. WALTHAM PAT. 19027 plier, 
very good; UTICA tin snips; German? pruning shears, some rust; and a THOMAS & BETTS PAT 
4,009,514 patent wire stripper. 

639 ______ Lot of three machine pieces: LOVEJOY motor base that can be adjusted with a screw, has moderate to 
heavy rust; a fence for a table saw; and a part for some type of electric woodworking machinery. 

640 ______ Lot: TORSION BALANCE scale, one side is loose and needs to be re-attached, no pans; plus four assorted 
wooden planes: AUBURN TOOL No. 81 plow, missing fence; crude coffin smoother; what looks like a 
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raglett plane that never got the throat cut; Stanley #129 “Liberty Bell” body only; 22-inch wooden jointer 
with good handle, needs blade and wedge; and a 14-inch Stanley No. 104 plumb & level, both vials intact. 

641 ______ Lot of bench planes and parts for bench planes: Bedrock 605 that just needs a blade and lever cap to 
complete, has light rust to exposed surfaces; SARGENT No. 409C smoother, missing tote, entire plane 
coated with moderate rust; Stanley #35 body, iron frame, frog and knob; iron bed for Chaplin’s Patent jack 
plane; Gage G5C coated with light to moderate rust; plus two bit braces. 

642 ______ Lot: three different bar clamps, plus a large copper soldering iron. 

643 ______ Lot: two SAXTON KANT-TWIST clamps, both rusty; wooden saw handle; files, star drill; wooden scraper 
handle; nail set; drifts, sharpening stone, etc. 

644 ______ Lot of rusty files; cold chisels; two round wooden pushers; and two gouge-like bits marked BM&C. 

645 ______ Lot: parallel clamp; C-clamp; offset screwdriver; leather hole punch, PAKISTAN surgical scissors; SWISS 
tweezers; small lead ladle; another offset screwdriver; hemostat; etc. 

646 ______ Pair of 1 or 2-man crosscut saws, on 40-inch and one 48-inch; both are missing auxiliary handles and have 
roached main handles, blades covered in light rust and dirt. 

647 ______ Four drawknives all with some rust: CHIP-A-WAY; GREENLEE; WORTH; and an unknown folding 
handle model. 

648 ______ Pair of 42-inch 1 or 2-man crosscut saws; the one on top has a faint ATKINS etch, nice teeth, and very good 
handle; the bottom one is unmarked has shallow teeth, good handle with WARRANTED SUPERIOR 
medallion. 

649 ______ Lot: Four worn and weathered zig zag rules and two pencils. 
650  

 
Homemade 1 or 2-man crosscut saw made from the blade of a 2-man saw, has nice auxiliary handle and 
crude main handle, very good overall. 

 

 

This Auction Managed by Great Planes Trading Company 

314.497.7884 

Mike@GreatPlanesTrading.com 

www.GreatPlanesTrading.com 
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